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Although there is a tremendous amount of educational_

literature dealing with the process of wrj-ting, tittl-e
attention has been paid to the process invol_ved in writing a

play" The study atternpted to investigate this relatively
unexplored area of wrj-ting, with the focus being primariry
on the scenario phase and Íts importance in the writing of
an effective play"

l_

Abstract

The study involved two crasses of grade nine students
who were involved in a playwriting unit during a three-week
period" The focus r¡/as essentiarly on the use of a scenario,
or outline, durì-ng the playwriting process. rn order to
determine its importance, the students v/ere asked five
questions, in the form of a survey, after the unit had been

completed.

rnformation obtai-ned from the survey, was recorded.,

analyzed and interpreted" Recommendations were then made,

based on the survey results, student and teacher journals,
and on recorded observations"

The result is a detair-ed description of the unit
the study, followed by suggestions for implementation

invitations for future research.

and

and
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Chapter One
Y
_f,

A"

General {ntroductÍon

Backg'round

The process of writing has fascinated educators

for many years" Duríng the last decade, a great deal

of literature has become available to assist the
classroom teacher in encouraging students to become

more effective writers" Much of the literature has

been supported by current educational research, and

many teachers are noT¡/ applying research-based

methodologies in the teaching of writing.

However, there has been little attention paid to
the process involved in the writing of plays. Arthough

at both the middle years and secondary level-s, drama is
encouraged as an important component of the integrated
English language arts curricula, few details have been

provided to assist in the actual- process or necessary

phases required in an ideal plalrwriting course, or
unít "

For example, Manitoba Department of Education

(L982) ' English Language Arts Middle years suggiests on

page 46 that rrDrama, in the educational- field, is
concerned with experience, expressi_on and

communicatj-on. fts pri_mary focus is upon the growth

and development of the individual, through the



understanding of himserf in relationships with other
people - .rr. Further to this, r'Drama more than any

other single art represents an integration of afl the
processes of self-expression" rt

2-

rt wourd seem logical to incrude, in the document,

the fundamental steps regui-red t.o ensure that these
rrprocesses of self-expression¡f are indeed addressed,

enhanced and encouraged" rt woul-d also seem logical
that one of the 'tmajor processes of ser-f-expressi-onrl

creative writing - wourd be exprored in the document

and applied to the playwriting process.

Disappointingly, this is not done. Rather, what

follows is a very basic, skeletar outline of rThe Drama

Program and Enabling proceduresrr.

Most of the elements mentioned in the drama

section of the curricurum do not requi-re the use of
scripted materials (e"g. ¡rmimetr, rrimprovi_sati-onr', noral

interpretatj-onrr, rrcharacterizationtt and trimpromptu

dramatizationtt" )

What is stated regarding nscri_pted materialsil is
very general, and contains litt1e procedural

information" on page 55, there is some information
regardj-ng "pupil-planned playsr. This section deals

with characters, suspense, theme, rrframework



(beginning, niddle, end.)¡r, number and order of scenes,
rrwhat needs to be saÍdrr, and 'the necessary non-verbar

actiontt "

It continues with the following:

3-

¡rlt is not always necessary to write a script. ffa script is written, a committee may work out thãdialogue for the first scene" This then can bepresented to the class for suggestions, and rewritten. "
This information is good, but certainly it is farfrom complete. It alludes to a process or to aprocedure, but is again, incompl-ete and somewhat vague.

. fn keeping with this concern, the secondary
currjculum: English Language Arts Grades 9-12
(Manitoba Educati-on, L?BT) states cteariy in the
"Ob]ectives for the Studentlt under the sub-heading
'rVüriting" (p" 9), that ilstudents should be abl_e tó:

" write honestly about personar experiences, opinions,
and concerns as a means of growth in sel-f-perceþtion
and self-understanding;

" write on various kinds of topics for various
purposes and audiences in a planned, organized. manner;

" understand the importance of the underlyingprinciples of cl-ear, logical thinking in orgañizing anddeveloping ideas;

" write experimentally and imaginatively;
. discuss their reactions to the ideas, approaches,

and underlying assumptions in each otherrs-writing;

" evaluate their own writing performance.rl

The document also places emphasis on the rrt\,^/o

aspects or layers¡¡ of language actívities: the
ttcognitive or thinking abilitiestr, and the ilmode



specific abilities that are unigue to the language mode

being used by the language user. n (p. 31) .

The guide continues to state on page 32 that
rrBecause the English program is made up of six inter-
related areas (reading, writing, listeníng, speakinq,

language study and literature study) all- based on the
same cogniti-ve skilIs, the teacher of English has a

responsibility to teach all six areas. the
teacher cannot be assured that automatic transfer
between modes will take place.tl

4-

There is a danger that unl_ess there is careful
focus, organized procedure and consistent planning,
this r¡transfer between mod.esrt will not occur.

fn the ¡rGrade Ninert section of the document,

teachers are encouraged to invol-ve students in rrscript-

writing¡r as a ¡rGroup Activitytt, and rexplore varying
relationships of content to vehj_cle to situatJ_onn,

through ¡rReading and writing using such vari-ous forms

as: dialogues, scenes, playscripts.rr (p" 47)

Unfortunately, other than for general_izations

regarding the concept of ¡¡exploration of literature in
grade nine "tt, and a brief outline regarding
rractionr! , ttcharacter (s) ¡¡, rtsettingrt , and ttthemen 

,



specific informatíon is not included; especially in
reference to effective procedures that rnight be applíed
to the constructj_on of well-written plays.

One final document, Drama i_05, 205, 305 Curricul_um

Guídelines (Manitoba Education, j,ggg), does address the

concept of the script" On page 36, a ¡rDetailed

Collective¡¡ is describedt it is presented as [a plan

for an end-of-term project which might be considered at
any IeveI" rt The unit would rtprovide a structured
approach to a performance that may be shared by an

audiencerr. rncluded in the unit is information for the
student (r'student rntroductíon to Assignmentr'), wherein

specific student instruction is provj_ded in a cIear,
concise fashj-on. Later, speci_fic assignments are

detailed:

5

Assignment #t deals with Character: ',Talk About

Your Characterrr (Character, s Namett , rrOccupationtr , ni{hat

character lrlants¡¡, trcharacteristics of personalityrr) .

(p.38)

Assj-gnment #Z deals with

the students ¡¡. decide on

of the pfay.t' Studentsrro

characters do (and say) very

where they say it and when.¡l

rrPlay Scenariott, wherein

the story, or the action

" need to know what the

roughly and generaJ_ly,



This |tscenariorr would. include the following
elements:

1, ¡rsetting or Locale¡l

2. r¡Actiontl

3 " lrAudience Participationtt

4. ¡¡Control Characterrl

6-

students are then provided with hints that wir-l-

assist them in the creative process.

Assignment #g deals with [fndividual Group

Member's Story Version of play-in-progressrr.

ft is here that each individual begins to write
his/her ohrn version of the ideas that have, until no\,v,

been dealt with i_n smaller groups.

(p" 3e)

At this point in the rrCollecti-ve Unit't, r'The Story
Gets on rts Feet'r - the ttfnitial scriptr begins to take
form. (p " 40)

Later, in the description of the 'rColl-ective
Unitrt, other issues are addressed; issues that are

irnportant in beginning to develop an ideal- playwriting
unit "



The document continues to describer on page 4I,
rrGroup Evaluation of First Run-Throughttr rtCostumen and

frDress Rehearsalstr (p" 42) , ttLighting Designrr, (p. 43) ,
rrPropertiesrt, rtsoundrr and. so forth.

7-

This section addresses issues that are crucial to
the success of a plalrwriting unit at the secondary

Ievel" Also, it provides a val-uabl-e starting point for
secondary drama teachers, but it represents only a

beginning" Teachers require more information and more

assistance than what is represented here. Drama

teachers would, most certainly, be required to turn to
other sources" unfortunately, beyond this sample unit
in the curriculum guide, there Ís little ínformation
available to assist teachers in planning a unit or
course in playwriting"

similar conclusions have been reached by Lawrence

O'Farrel1, Associate professor, eueenrs University. In
1988, O'Farrell published a research report entitled
rrTeaching the Playwright,s Artrr.



fn the abstract whích precedes the actual report,
O'Farrell summarizes some fundamental concerns which

motivated hirn to conduct the study.

He states that although "drama stud.ents,

particularly those at the senior high school levelrr are

reguired by their school jurisdictions to rfexplore the
playwrightts ârt¡r, rr. little guidance was offered
to teachers as to how such a course, ot unit of study,

should be taughtr!"

B-

O'Farrel-I "attempted to redress this oversight by

two principal methods.rr He first of all- conducted a

review of the rel-ated literature. Most literature, he

discovered, was the product of non-playwrights or

literary critics who essentially analyzed, in a

traditional- fashion, famous plays by master

playwrights" He also discovered quite obvious

philosophical disagreement i-n basic ideas regarding the

creation and structure of a good play.

playwrights in order to gain first hand information and

opinions from individual-s actively invol_ved in the art
of playwriting" The responses to the survey \^/ere

compiled and analyzed. rrThe result of these responses

Secondly, O'Farrell surveyed practising



was a comprehensive picture of an ideal playwriting
course r of unit. rl

O'Farrell's survey, which involved ten questions

pertaining directly to the process of writing pl_ays,

attempted to dispel ambiguities and discrepancies that
existed in the literature" As a result of the

responses to the survey, he was able to obtain val-uable

insights that could be readily tested and applied in
the secondary classroom.

9-

Some of these insights are reviewed in the

abstract when he further suggests that:

rrStudents woul-d be advj-sed to acqui_re experience in
acting and theatre production.rl
rrStudents would also be encouraged to see, read, and
discuss a wide variety of p1ays."
rrThe course would be centered on the students, otn/n
writing experience. rl

It. students would be encouraged to develop
individual approaches to writing. "
rrThe preparation of a scenario and character
description would generally precede the writing of
dialogue but fl-exibility would be encouraged here,
also " 

r¡

rrRewriting scenes or entire plays woul_d be regarded as
a natural part of the process and not a sign of
failure. rl

rrThe teacher would be responsj-ble for creating a
positive, non-judgmental atmosphere in the cl_assroom
and for promot.ing the students individual- creativity,



It is guite clear that as OrFarreII states n.

there is a pressing need for a study which will_ provide

guidance to secondary teachers who are charged r¿ith

introducing the art of playwriting." Further to this,
O'Farrell's ¡rstudy has the potential to become a

keystone in the development of curricul_um units and in
the design of future research projects on this topic.'r
(p.6)

10

OtFarrel-l- raises questi-ons, answers some, but does

not answer others" He raises crucial issues and

concerns, dispels some, but others remain to be deal_t

with in other studies by other researchers:

intended to provide hypotheses for further study." (p. 14)

"This analysis (of the survey or questionnaire) is primarily

Although O'Farrell has done consj_derable work

the area, there remain gaps and ambiguities. More

ttfine tuning¡¡ is required in certain areas. This

especially apparent after readj-nq the analysis of
responses and the general recommendations"

More research is reguired in many areas, to
determine if secondary students do indeed mirror the

views of practising playwrights"

IN

is
the



Are the opinions of these playwrights val-id in a

secondary classroom? Is the resultant rrideal

playwrit,ing course, or unit ¡¡ valid ín a secondary

classroom? Is it truly ¡tídealrr? Such questions can be

answered only when teachers become researchers in their
own classrooms"

1t-

B" Purþose of the Studv

The purpose of the study hias to determine whether

not scenarios assist students at the grade fX level
writing plays.

or

in

This objective is based on Ouestion Five of the

O'Farrell survev or opinionnare of rrinformation and

opinions sol-icited from r:ractisincr olavwricrhtstr - :

rrShoul-d the student write a scenari_o before

beginning to write the dialogue?rl

C. General Information

At the time of the study,

Language Arts Department Head

Leacher coordinator in Spring

I was the English

and ttCrj-ti-ca1 Thinkingtt

Val1ey.



The study involved two grade nine classes of

heterogeneously grouped students at Spring Valley

Junior High, St. James-Assiniboia School- Division #2,

I^Iinnipeg, Manitoba "

1,2

Spring Va11ey is a small junior high school wj-th a

population of l-50 students" The school is 17 years o1d

and is located ín an average, middle-class area.

The two classes involved in the study \^/ere the two

classes assigned to me for English Language Arts for
the L989/90 school year. The study involved al-I of the

students in each class (45 students j-n total), and it
was part of their course of studies in English during

the latter part of third term" The entire project took

two weeks"

Drama has been an important part of my English

program at Spring Val1ey for the last nine years. It
serves as an effective rnethod in the integration of the

complex skills invol-ved in the teaching of Engì-ish

Language Arts" Integration t or teaching skills

together, can be readily achieved through consl-stent,

weÌl-planned lessons that reflect and explore basj-c

themes being studies in literature; these themes may

then be applied in a creative drama or writing class"



Drama, because it is concerned with the

development of the whole person, and because it is
directly interrelated with all aspects of the

integrated language arts program, is an ideal method

for teaching numerous academic skills and for
motivatíng adolescent learners.

13

Dramar âs a teaching/learning tool that uses

process-oriented, 1ogicaIly-structured strategies and

activities, will certainly enrich traditional, academic

skills and encourage positive social- interaction.

The above j-s the conceptual background upon which

the following study was based"

D. Research Ouestions

The study focused on the following questions:

1" Do students feel that scenarios help them 'rthink
about their storyrr and 'rthink the problem

throughr¡?

Do students feel- that it makes a difference to the

quality of their writing when they develop a

scenario before they begin writing a play?



J. Do students develop their own unigue methods of
writing?

1/t

fn O'Farrell-,s rrAnalysis of Responsesrtr oll page 7I
of the report, he summarizes that rrA substantial
majority of respondents agreed that the student should

write a scenario before beqinning to write the

dialoguetr.

Some playwrights further suggested that il. the

scenario should be allowed to change in the course of
writíng dialogue and that each student should be

encouraged to develop his or her own personal way of
working" rr In conclusion, tr. most were

uncompromising in their recommendation of this
procedure, using such terms as rrabsolutefytt, rtwithout

questionr¡ and ¡rabsolute musttr?

Whether this will be the opini_on of the grade nine

students, and whether or not the scenario is an

indispensable playwriting tool for these students, will
be addressed in this document.



E " Def inition of Terrns

For the purpose of the study, the term rfscenariott

is defined as an outline of a play, opera, or the like,
indicating scenes, characters, etc.; an outline for any

r¡roposed planned series of events. real or j-rnagined.

l-5

The above definition, taken from Websterrs New

World Dictionary Second College Edition (1996), l.üas

chosen because of its relative simplicity, and because

it reflects the content and direction of the project.

Other sources repeated simil-ar information, but

tended not to be as concise. The term rrscenariorr \^/as

clearly explained in the rrstudent Bookletrr, aÌong with
the fol-lowing terms:

1. Playwright - person who writes the play"

2. Play/Script - terms are basically the same, and

h/ere used interchangeabÌy in the study"

3" The following literary elements were used

throughout the school year in the study of

literature and in the writing of short stories.
The terms were reviewed and redefined for clarity.



Definition of these terms were taken from the

school division's core curriculum"

76

Literary/Dramatic Elements

a" Theme

b. Plot

c. fnciting Incident

d" Rising Action

e" Climax

f " Dénouement or Final Resol-ution

q. Conflict
h" Character

i" Dialogue

j " Setting

k" Atmosphere

1" Mood

m" Tone

n" Tension

F. Basic Assumntions

of Conflict

According to O'Farrell, while some practising
playwrights believe that the development of a scenario

is fundamental to the process of writing a play, others

do not"



ft is O'Farrell-'s belief that the opinions of
these individuals are "significantrr in structuring
playwriting courses.

L7

This study was based on certain assumptions

adapted from the O'Farrel1 study, specl-fically:

l- " rr. that the writing process and educational-
opinions of practising playwrights can provide a
significant resource for teachers and students of
the plalrwright's artr'" (p" 4)

2. that r¡. anyone can tell- a dramatic story and
that playwrights can learn a great deal through
acting and improvised dramas.rr (p. 1-44)

3 " that students have seen, heard and read "a wide
variety of plays in many styles; they have
analyzed and discussed these, and have been
encourag:ed to apply these lessons (themes) to
their own work"

4" that students understand the basic elements of
drama (literary elements), and understand how
these el-ements operate in a script "

5" that students' orn¡n experiences wil-l- shape, to a
large extent, the development of the plot and the
basic elements of the story"

c. Limitations of the Studv

The study v/as limited to the teaching of the

playwriting process; i"e", how plays are constructed in
terms of initial planning and organization" It al-so

examined the role of the outline or scenario"



The study did not attempt, to synthesize existing
theory, nor did it attempt to defend or reject
traditional (critical) analysis of good or poor

Plalrwriting.

l_B

The study was linrited to grade nine students who

had only recently been exposed to the playwright,s

craft and who had rather narrow life experiences as

opposed to the more mature, practising playwrights.

The study was limited to the plannins and writins Drocesses.
It did not concérn itself with the rehearsal õrocess. norïid ir
concern itself with any sort of assessment oÏ the final play
manuscript or script. '



ffi

A.

Methodolosv

-

DÍscussion of the Method

The O'Farrell report incorporated two major

components. The first was a search of the related
literature in order r¡to determine the priorities and

methods which have been proposed for the educatj-on of
aspiring and developing playwrights"" (p" G-7) The

second component was the ttsurvey of practisinq
pl-aywrights, in which respondents (were) invited to
help resolve some of the issues raised by the rel_ated

19

literature

Similarlv, this studv focused on the concept of the scenario
(or outline),.afd.its relative importance to gradb nine students
involved in the playwriting proôess.

Secondly, this study surveyed the students involved in the
process in ordêÎ to deter'rnine tlíe relative importance of the
scenario-writing phase in the creation of a pläy at the grade nine
level. e

.rr. (p. 7)

The survey questions were based on the three
rrResearch Questionsrr advanced earlier in this document,

The students responded, in writing, at the end of the

proj ect.

The questions were of an open-ended nature, thus

prohibiting a formal, statistical- analysis. However,

the questionnaire hras ttdesigned in keeping with a



descriptive survey method of researchtr (O,Farrell,

p. 8), and the analysis is of a qualitative, rather

than a quantitative nature"

20

The responses to the survey were analyzed, each

question was addressed separately and in turn" All
responses !'¡ere recorded carefully. Each unique point

of view !ìras recorded and dealt with accordinqly.

Actual language used by the students has been conveyed

as accurately as possible"

The data from the two classes \^/ere kept separate

throughout the analysis, and the resul-ts have been

recorded in two separate chapters.

The final chapter of the thesis suggests the

implications and the possible ramifications of the

study" The chapter will also advance specific
reconmendatj-ons for future playwriting units" These

reconmendations are based essentially on the survey

responses, classroom observation and ideas extracted

from the related literature"



B. Student Survey

Survey Ouest,ions

1" Do you feel that a scenario, or some kind of
outline, hel-ps vou to focus vour thouqhts
regarding any of the fol-lowing literary elements:
plot, theme, character or confLíct?

2L

Tf
If

2"

sor
SO,

outline before you write a play?
?ühylwhy not?

3. After you have written a scenario, do you find
that you change it as you write the play?

***

If so, where do you tend to make your changes?

To what extent do you make changes?

***

If not, why do you feel that you do not make any
changes?

how?

why?

Do you
crualitv

think that it rnakes a difference to the
of your work when you write a scenario

4" Do you think that writing something other than a
scenario is more helpful?

Describe what works best for you"

Reflecting on your writing is important while
writing a play"

How does your journal assist you in this regard?

5"

or
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C. Sources of fnformation (Data)

Every student involved in the study vras provided

with a ¡¡student Booklet¡r. Each booklet contained

everything reguired for the study, including any and

al-l- notes, ideas, fragments of dialoguê, rough drafts,
etc" i students were instructed that nothing was to be

discarded.

Included in the booklet were the following
materials:

1" Student Preparatory Exercises

a) Definition of Terms:

Playwright

Plalrwriting

Scenario

b) Elements of Drama (I)

Theme

Plot

Inciting Tncident

Rising Action

Climax

Dénouement

c) Elements of Drama (II)
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Conflict
Character

Dialogue

Setting

Atmosphere/Mood

Tone

Tension

Information was supplied by the teacher in some

instances; in others, the students provided the

information themsel-ves .

Students v/ere expected to work in collaborative
groups for some assignments; for others, they \^iere

required t,o work independently.

Collaborative groups T¡/ere established prior to the

commencement of the study.

Coll-aboratj-ve groups were structured by the

teacher, and were of a heterogeneous nature.

Students were either directed to work in these

groups, ot encouraged to do so when it appeared

necessary or advantageous to the writing process.



Students were encouraged to keep a daily iournal. In doing
so, they ¡ecorded general feefings and rèsponsésTê[ãiding the
playwrrtlng process.

2" Student Organizational Assignments

.A

a) Constructing the Scenario

Theme or Objective - !,ihy

Setting - Where/Vühen

Character - Who

Plot Outline - What Happens

Confl-ict

Mood

Tone

Tension

Students were encouraged to improvise, or to
experiment with dialogue and scenes to determine

whether or not the ideas were appropriate or credibl-e.

This was done in a collaborative session either small

or large group"

The Student Booklets

stored in the classroom"

take their bookl-ets home,

better at home"

\^rere collected each day and

Some students preferred to
as they felt they worked



Exercises and assignments were monitored

consistently" Specific exercises and assignments were

collected by the teacher at pre-determined times.
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The rrStudent Bookl-et'r - including the journal

v/as extremely important to the studyr âs the student

stored all miscellaneous notes, thoughts and ideas,

rough drafts, pictures, diagrams and anything else that
they found helpful durj-ng the creative writing phase.

J. Student Plays

The plays r,trere read informally by the students in
collaborative groups when they felt it was necessary or

when they felt they needed the added assistance.

The teacher monitored

same way. Upon completion,

evaluated by the teacher"

the progress j-n much the

each play was read and



MT

After analyzing the responses to question five (ttShould

the student write a scenario before beginning to write the

dialogue?"), O'Farrell includes the following points under

the sub-heading 'rlmplications for the School Programrt. (p"

77)
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rrlt is cl-ear from responses to this question that
students should be encouraged to write scenarios before

beginning to write . ", but gualifies the statement by

adding, t'at least, some of the timestr.

He goes on to state: rrThe nature of the required

scenario can vary from a loose plan to a detail-ed treatment

of the plot" But the importance of knowing the basíc

structure and direction of the piece is strongly

recommended" ¡l

Again, hosrever, he cautions: rr. there is a chance

that such a plan could stifle the creative process if it is
applied inflexibly. " At this point he carefully advises

that students ¡r. be advised to regard the scenario as a
useful, but f lexibl-e guide and not as written in stonet' . He

further adds that rrstudents should be (also) encouraged to

begin writing dialogue without concern for the ultimate

diaJ-oguer¡.



CIearIy though, O'Farre11 places emphasis on the

concept that writing is unigue and personal, and that every

teacher and every student is unique"
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Tn the concluding portion of this section, he states:

rrThe use (or non-use) of a scenario is evidentl-y a very

personal matter and teachers should help each student

identify an approach that works wel-l- for hirn or her.rl

rrThe search for individual ways of working should be

encouraged by the school program"rl

craftsmanship, strongly supports the use of scenario (or
trskeletonrr) when he states on page 542 if the playwright rt.

is able to dispense with a scenario on paper, it can

only be because his mind is so clear, and so retentive of

its own ideasr âs to enable him to carry in his head, always

ready for reference, a more or less detail_ed scheme. Go-as-

you-please composition may be possible for the novelist,

" í but in a dramatic structure of any consÍderabl-e extent,
proportion, balance, . a scenario is almost as

indispensable to the dramatist as a set of plans to an

architect. ¡l

Williarn Archer, in Pl-aymaking a manual of



Further to this, he concludes by saying: tt" . the

typical modern play ís a . closely-knit organism, in
which every word has to be weighed far more carefully than

ít v¡as by plalrwríghts who stood near to the days of
improvisation and could indulge in I'the large utterance of

the early godst "¡¡ (p" 56)
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Like O'Farre11,

casting the scenario

r¡. it would seem to be an unfavourable sign when a

drama presents itself at an early stage with a fixed and

unalterable outline. The result may be a powerful, logica1,

well-knit piece of work; but the breath of life will
scarcely be in it"rt

he

Itin

also v,rarns about inflexibility and

stonerr:

fn conclusion, Archer advises on page 58, that the

scenario or ¡rscheme, should not then, . become so hard

and fast as t,o allow his characters no elbow room for such

manifestations of spontaneity" "

Such r¡schemesrr, scenarios or trskeletonsrt are not unlike

the process involved in writing for the screen and for
tel-evj-sion" For example, Eugene Vale, the author of The

technique of screen and television writing, guotes Maurj-ce



Maeterlinek, rra man whose creations earned him a Nobe1 Prize

.rr: rrTo have ideas is paradise - to work them out is
hell- " 

rl

He then proceeds to explain, very careful-Iy and

clearly, the process involved in writing a screenplay" VaIe

subdivides the process into individual, concise "stepping
stonesr!. On pages 257 and 258 he summarizes the phases:

ttoutlinerr (about 6 pages), trtreatmenttr (about 3O pages),

Itcontinuitytt (about 6O-1OO pages) , and Itscreenplaytt (about

130 pages) 
"
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Once again, we are presented with the concept of an

outline.

On page 259,

the writing of a

VaIe clarifies the role
screenplay:

The outline states the salient facts of
the forthcoming screenplay" It need not
yet contain al-l- the facts; but those
that are qiven shouLd suffice to
describe a ful-I and complete story,
without holes on creaky developments"
Some of the missing elements may be
inserted later, provided their absence
raises no crucial questions; other facts
may be altered in the subsequent
development" But the importance of the
primary layout cannot be overestimated"

of the outline in



GeneraLly speaking, the Iiterature favours the use of

some sort of outline, skeleton or initial layout" The

rrscenariorr, as it will be ca11ed in this study, seems to be

the vehicle necessary to focus the plalzwrightrs creative
thinking processes"
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As Vale concludes on p. 2592

rrThe ground you stand on will decisively predestine the

building you have in mind"¡!



T

A" Background Information

The plalrwritíng unit officially began on Monday,

May a4, and was the finaL academic unit of the school

year. Students reviewed their fifteen-page bookfets

and folders on Monday morning - 9A at 9:00 a.m., and 9C

at 9:30 a"m"
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During the first week, specific cl-asses were set

aside for the plalrwriting unit, while other cl-asses

v/ere devoted to literature study. Students in 9A were

in the process of completing The Tempest, while the

students in 9C were finishing up A Midsummer Night,s

Dream. This was a deliberate strategy designed to

assist the students in preparing for their own plays.

On Tuesday, 9A and 9C each had two English

Language Arts cl-asses. During these classes, the
frEl-ements of Drama I and II (pages 3, 4 and 5 of the

"student Booklets") were discussed in rel-ation to the

Shakespearean play that each glroup was studying.

Students used their bookl-ets and jotted down notes

throughout the discussion periods. Students began to

see the el-ements as structural concepts that are

crucial in the design of a successful play.



discussionrto relate the concepts to other literary
works that they had studj-ed earlier during the course

of the year" Specific short stories were cited, and

examples drawn from them to illustrate the thirteen
rrElements of Dramarr. Then the students were instructed
to conduct the same type of analysis based on novel_s

they had studied, or books they had read for book

reports this year"

Students v¡ere then encouraged, through
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The final phase of the discussj-on invited them to
rel-ate the elements to their own writirg; first to the

short stories they had written during the first term,

then to the short scenes they had written for creative
drama classes during third term.

This process required two fuII forty minute

periods of class tirne, but the students required this
pre-writing review" Although they had studied the

concepts throughout the year and had demonstrated in
unit testing that they understood them, they required

additional teaching to ensure that they coul-d rel-ate

the concepts to their own thinking, planning and

writing"



On ltednesday mornJ-ng, the students were grouped

heterogeneously according to the |tJigsaw Methodtt a

Cooperative Learning Technique"

JJ

The students in each class v/ere divided into five
rrgeneral groupsrr consisting of four members in each.

Unfortunately, in both classes, there Ì^rere more than

twenty students" Conseguently, some groups had fíve
members. There was really no problem, as the students

r¡/ere accustomed to working in cooperative qroups, and

to splittins up

Each person in the general group T/ras assigned a

number and a task"

the tasks while in these groups.

For example, in 94, general group rtonerr would

consist of:

pefsOn One, who would prepare, and become an

¡rexpertn on, ¡rthemerr and rrplottr.

pefsontWO, who would prepare, and become an

¡rexpertrt onr ttinciting incidentrr r "rising
actiontt, ttcf imax, and rrdénouementrr.

pefson thfee, who wouLd prepare and become an

¡¡expert¡t on, ¡rconflict¡¡, and rtcharactertr.



pefsOn fOUf, who would prepare and become an

rrexpertil on, Itsettingtr, Itatmosphere or moodrt,

and ¡rtonerr 
c
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Not only would they be reguired to explain the

elements fully, they woul-d also have to íllustrate them

with examples from works studied or from their own

writing.

The next phase was for the students to begin

working in their |texpert groupsrr: all number oners

would work together cooperatively, all number twors,

al-l number three's, and all number four,s. In the

expert groups, the students would col_laborate and

design a rrmini l-essontt to take back to the members of
the general groups. It was the duty of each expert to
provide members (of his/her g:eneral group) with the

necessary information that would ensure all members

with a thorough understanding and appreciation of each

concept "

Students reguired two fu1l cl-asses to complete

their ltmini lessons¡t; for that reason, ot Thursday,

both 9A and 9C were each given two periods to complete

the assignment.



On Friday, there r^rere several loose ends to tie up

and many organizational matters to attend to. Students

hlere then ready to work in their general groups when

cl-asses re-convened on Tuesday, May 22 (Monday v/as

ttVictoria Daytt ) "
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Students in both classes worked in thej-r general

groups for one entire period and part of another"

(This part of the assiqnment took approximately one

hour - each period is forty minutes. )

When students were satisfied that they had

successfully completed both sections (ttElements of

Drama I and IItt), it was time to move on to the
Itscenario or Outl-inett (p" 6) of the rrstudent Booklettl

B" The Scenario or Outline Phase

Both groups of students, by the time they were

ready to begin the plalrwriting unit, had essentially
completed the basj-c requirements of the Grade Nine

English Language Arts course" They had met for English

Language Arts eleven times during each six-day cycle,

and had ¡¡lived throughtr approximately twenty-nine, six-
day cycles. They were ready for a psychological break,

they were ready for something a little different;



especially in view of the fact that they still had

final exams to write" This unit then, \,vas Iticing on

the caker¡r and a pleasant way to finish off an

otherwise very hectic year.
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strategies. During the course of the school year, they

had been exposed to a wide variety of writing
experiences. Outlining, or pre-writing organizational

strategies, üras seen as being extremely important. In

the past, the students had used whatever v/as necessary,

whenever it was necessary. They had written one short

story, two book reports, several essays, miscell_aneous

poems, numerous short compositions and character

analyses, two research papers and several smaller,

miscellaneous assignments" For all of their major

writing assignments, they v¡ere expected to create an

outline ahead of tirne; in some cases, the outline was

to be submitted with the first and/or final draft.

The students v/ere familiar with outlining

Thus the students v/ere not walking into their
project ¡rcofdr¡" They all had had some experience in
outlining, and in many cases they had developed some

kind of method that usually worked" This however, tvas

a l-ittle different. They were being asked to use a

specific outline model- (or scenario) , they woul-d have

to evaluate its effectiveness in terms of their own



writing, and then their thoughts and opinions woul-d be

used as part of an educational research project. This

was all rather intimidating for some of them"
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During the afternoon of Tuesday, May 22, the

students officially began to plot out their outl_ines

some begrudgingly, others with great zest. They had

been told about iL several weeks earlier. As a result,
many students had a very clear idea of what they were

going to do; some even had their scenarios finished and

h/ere ready to begin writing the dialogue.

considered Day One of the unit because this marked the

first day of preparatory writing for the actual- pfay.

Day One was also the last day that all of the students

worked together on the same task, at the same time and

in the same pIace. From this point oh, and for ten

school days after, the students worked virtually
independently. They were allowed a great deat of
flexibility in that they coul-d conference with other

students in the class or with the teacher whenever it
IÂ/as necessary. Also, they r^/ere not required to work on

the scenarios or plays during everv languaqe arts
period" Some periods were devoted to other course work

that had to be completed before the exam review cycle

began (June 12). Duri-ng designated playwriting time,

For the purposes of the study, May ZZ was



students !ì¡ere given the freedom to decíde what it was

that they wished to do. Some students spent most of
these designated periods simply planning and organizing

because they hrere doing the actual writing at home.

They said they wrote at home either because they had a

computer and all their |tstuff tr was at home t or because

they found it easier to write at home.
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ft was interesting to see how many students found

it better when they moved away from their regul-ar

locations in the lecture theatre. Some explained in
their journals that they could not be creative in their
regular seats" Some students wrote their plays in the

library, while others wrote them on the floor in the

theatre"

During the introductory lesson on the scenario

phase, students were told that this phase 'ris often

necessary in the writing of a play or script, and that
the rrscenario phase may also assist the playwriqhttt in
developing a play. They h/ere al-so told that everyone

was expected to attempt a scenario. Hovr'ever, if it did

not help them, they v/ere required to explain why, and

then they hrere reguired to describe what did help.

They !'rere informed that al-1 of these factors ri,/ere

extremely j-mportant to the study, and that their full
cooperati-on was expected in this regard.



ru The WnitinE Fnocess

A. Student Journals
¡rIt's hard to get ideas, but once you have anj-dea, yoü shouldn't really want to stop writing for

fear the flow (of ideas) would stop and you might
forget these ideas " 

It

¡rI like to write in one sitting and edit in
another, although I didn't do that this time.rl

rfWhen I read over my p1ay, f made some changes (in
order) to clear up some details" About the process, I
get an idea and write it down " 

rl

¡rParts of my play are 'buIky," I,m not sure what
to do - add or delete. Some parts just don,t sound
right. tt

rrVühen you recopy something, it's hard to get the
'big picture'. I still don't want to delete any
details, but I witl probably have to. I donrt know
what parts to omit though" "

A student (94)
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Once the students began writing their first
drafts, it became increasingly more difficult to

monitor their progress and to observe the process.

There r/üas a constant stream of students requiring

assistance, advice, oE encourag'ement. For the teacher,

the cLasses 1iterally rrflew bytt; then there was the

task of ínterpreting all of the observational- notes and

recording them as daily journal entries. Because it
was such an extreinely busy ti-me and very difficutt to
write highly-detailed notes, it helped considerably to
refer back to the Student's Journal-s" Their journals



became exceptionally important in the study; much more

important, than originatly believed"

The writing classes v¡ere designed for that purpose

- to write. Quite often the students spent the whol-e

cl-ass working on their plays; conseguently, they would

not have enough time to write in their journals" This

v/as frustrating for many of thern because they had begun

to see the benefits of their journals and were realIy
beginning to enjoy using them. Soon, they either beqran

to ask to take their fol-ders home, or they asked if
they could have time allotted i-n class just to work in
their journals. These students had begun to depend on

their journals for something more than storage space.

They hrere starting to use their journals in the way

that they had used their scenarios, as important tool-s

in their writing" As the journal took on a more

prorninent role, a definite pattern began to emerge in
both classes" Students who had relied heavily on their
scenarios at the beginning of the unit, were now using

their journals for many of the same reasons for
organization, for focus, for reference and for valuable

insights. Ul-timately, for some, the journal became a

place to express important thoughts and feelings
regarding the playwriting process.
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,d journal simply gives me a place to put (my) thoughts, so that
I may focus on my play . . The journal is important to my
concentration, and without it I'm sure I would have found
things very difficult.

- A student (94)

B.

4L

Student Journal Entries - Sample Excernts

May 25 I got into my characters and thought about
their feelings and reactions.

I asked some friends to read my di-alogue up
to (the point) where I had finished. rt
helped me in that I got more than one
idea.

May 25

- A student (94)

I feel that I have to focus on my characters
more so that I can inform the audience (as
to) who they realIy are, and the
different emotions they have.

- A student (9À')

I brainstormed and thought of about 3 ideas
for f-) a scary tragedy 2) a comedy 3) a
scary, mysterious p1ay. I chose #Z "

May 22 -

May 23 -

May 24 -

I wrote the characters,
the plot.

I wrote the rest of the
and thought about what
my characters"

May 25 Today I began my play" I wrote the
characters and the scene and the first few
l-ines" To find the tast names of my
characters, I opened a telephone book to a
random page, closed my eyes, and pointed. (I
did this at home) "

I changed the names of rny characters (except
for the wife, Debbie). I also changed the
scene, then I decided to start over because
rny characters weren't anything l-ike what I
had planned" I went over what woul-d happen
in the next few acts in my mind, and decided
that my (new character) scenario wasn't as

May 30

setting and part of

plot and the theme,
could happen between



June 2nd-

good as I thought it would be" In fact, the
scene I started has more potential interest
than the one I had originally planned. I
kept it, and continued writing"
I wrote the second scene" I had some trouble
trying to describe Mark,s room (scene 3),
which was supposed to be strange and eerie,
so I asked my dad (who sell-s electronic
things), to telI me what kind of lighting was
really eerie" He suggested a black Iight.
Then I went and looked through all our books,
and found some on the occult and other
psychic things" I was also worried that
maybe scene 2 drags on too 1ong"

I finished scene 3 "

I can't work tonight, so I have to reall-y do
alot in class. I'm starting scene 4. I had
a bit of trouble deciding if I shoul-d end the
scene after just 5 l-ines when Ian and Mark
leave the kitchen and go to Mark,s room, or
if f shoul-d just 1et thern leave without
stopping the scene" I decided not to stopir"

- A student (9C)

f just started my scenario today. The idea
of rny play f irst came to me. The scenario
is working well so far" I believe the
scenario will help me because I find it
difficult to complete my ideas. I could
have a wonderful- idea and end up writing
only a paragraph" This forces me to
organize mv thouqhts"
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June 3rd-

June 4th-

Tuesday
May 22/9o-

Wednesday
May 23/eo-

Thursday
NIay 24/9o-

f completed ny scenario today" f have
organized al-l- of my ideas and now must put
it into play format.

I proofread and checked my scenario" No
maior changes were necessarv, onlv minor

Friday
May 25/90- I completed other English work and did not

work on my scenario"

spelling errors and word changes.



Monday
May 28/90- I worked on writÍng the basic form of the

play in point form" I did this to
completely Iay out my ideas.

Tuesday
May 29/90- After receiving approval from Ms" Nentwig,

I began work on my pIay. I wrote out my
list of characters and roles and the
beginning narratíon of the play"

Wednesday
May 3O/9O- In the morning cl,ass I updated my personal

journal and began working on my play again.
I worked in the Library and found it rnuch
easier to work in a smaller, guieter
environment such as the conference room.

Thursday
May 3L/90- Today f wrote a brief outline of my

character and what I wanted to do with my
play.

Tuesday
June 5/90- I did the bulk of my pfay today. I really

used the two classes given. I have written
much more than I expected. f can now see
the scenario working.

A student (94)

May 22 Most of the class was spent going over the
elements of drama and discussing the
procedure of the whole drama project and what
we have to do" I then decided what I was
going to do.
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May 23 -

May 24

Started to fj-t everything together in my
mind, and wrote down a few points.

Wrote my scenario down" While I was writing,
I found myself unable to finish" I coul-d not
think of an ending. So I began to wrì-te,
just wrÍte, not neatly or organi-zed

Today I started to fit rny play together and
began to write rny dialogue" When I started
to write, f could tell what was goi-ng to
happen next" I can nohr figure out an ending"

(!üeekend) I wrote out more dialogue for my
pIay. I found myself writing something down
and then I would change my mind and scratch

May 25

May 26



May

May

28

30

out the whole scene,
over again.

Vlrote more dialogue.
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Wrote down more scenes" I found that writing
the climax of the play is much easier than
anything else" What usually would take two
days to write, only took me fifty minutes.
Also, throughout the whole project I can not
sit in my regular spot" I have to move to
another seat.

Today I took my pile of paper which was a
mess, and wrote out the play. This helped me
because I felt organized in what I r^¡as doing.

I decided to add a prologue and an epilogue
to my play" The play was not structured and
needed them"

By writing a prologue and epilogue, it helped
me structure my p1ay" Since f am a strong
exposi-tory writer, j-t took me ai^/ay from the
play format.

I recopied my first draft.

- A student (9c)

May 31

June

Then I would start all

4

June 5

Comments

This student is highly organized and efficient;
her attention to detai-l- was remarkable throughout the

unit" She arrived on day one with great quantities of

notes to use in her scenario and in her first draft.
Consequently, she was ready to write her play wel-I

before many of the others had cornpleted a good, working

outline "

Unfortunately, she became rather frustrated midway

through her first draft. She felt that the plot was



too loose and that, things simply T¡rere not coming

together that weII" After discussing the role of the
prologue (introductory Iines by one of the príncipal

characters) and the epilogue (further comment,

interpretation of information by one of the principal
characters), she determined that these devices were

required in her p1ay"
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She spent an evening incorporating both into her

play" The result hras an effective, well--written,

three-act play" Most importantly, she was pleased with
the results"

C. Classroom Realities - Teacher Journal Entries

The following represents teacher journal entries
based on observational notes, classroom discussion,

student comments, and student journal entries.

The entri-es reflect an immediacy, an on-the-spot

flavour, that is indicative of this type of writing.
It is beneficial to include this sectionr âs it
reflects many thoughts and feelings presented earlier
in the chapter" Furthermore, it brings together

numerous components of the entire two-week period.



¡rf feel it's inspiring to hear Ms. Nentwig's
j ournal , It helps me to focus . rr

Tuesday I May 22

9A (Period 7), 2zi-O 2:50

Class was nervous, hesitant about the assignment.

Some found scenario just not working, some could not think of
anything. Some were "off and running"; could not wait to start. Went to
library to begin during the morning class.

Wednesday, May 23

9A (Period 1), 8:50 9:30
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Class seemed much more relaxed. Students were more ooen in
comments about actual process. Many discussing the role/use o'f scenario.

General comments indicated that many started with a fairly detailed
scenario, but either scrapped it completely or changed it considerábly. Some
redid theirs after having been exposed to the pitfalls of unfocused thinking in
the creation of a scenario.

Some seemed to want to write a story first as they didn't really
understand the structure/form of the play. Once we "talked and walked
through" the model and indicated stage directions accordingly, the script
beg_an to em_erge. _One,girl seemed to want to order plot evènts in the margin
as she thought and as she wrote.

Two students indicated tþey were having problems conceptualizing;
thus the actual playwriting was literally impossible. I encouraged them to
brainstorm and just start writing - either stãrt writing a scenario or just write
some kind of striff! Eventuallylhat happened was íhe play began fo emerge
from the "stuff'.

9C (Period 2), 9:30 10:l-O

Generally students were weil prepared and got down to work quickly
and efficiently. Many had made nunier<jus notes añead of time, but föund
few helpful.

Two students intuitively developed their own scenario models as mine
"didn't work" for them. (These students tend to be independent, creative
thinkers.)

Interestingly, many students moved out of their regular seats and
ended up working in thei¡ own space in the lecture theaüe. Some worked
individually, some with one partner (lwo groups), some in smal1, semi-
cooperative groups - without being asked or told.



These students,are starting to think about their (creative) thinking
and the phenomena of their own unique creativity. It is' fascinafing

Forexample...

"If you sit in the same spot everyday, you can't be creative."

"You are very much affected by your atmosphere."

"I have to imagine the scene - almost like seeing my play performed."

"I can never really see the people's faces (though); I am more
interested in visualizingihe motivatioi and the (resulíaií) events."

One student was lr"lpq4 wÞen I drew a picture. It helped "set the
stage" f9r hi^s qriting, helped him focus on an objective and on credible
motivation for his characters.

Thursday, Itay 24

9A (Period 1), 8:50 9:30

Most students worked through the entire class on their scenarios
andf or scripts.

Some are highly - motivated and are writing well beyond the one-act
play. theydo not seem concerned about the hard-worl< involved in editing
and redrafting.- They just seem to love to write. It's almost like they have ã
story to tell and this is an ideal time to write it. Some of them haveindicated
that they wguld like to take a crack at writing a novel. Some of them have
taken their ideas for their plays from novels ihat they have considered but
have never written. One sludent is particularly fondof navy battles and reads
a gr,eat dealin this_ area- He had problems focusing on onemain idea. He
had several ideas for a feature length screenplay, but was having trouble
focusing on orle major.setting, on á simple cônfiict and on relatiiely few
characters. Characterization and motivation seemed particularly difficult.
After some discussion and clarification, the student wènt away fully prepared
to write.

Another student in the class is an avid reader of fantasy novels, and
his cre-ative writing reflects this interest. His writing is rich inimagery,
symbolism, -adventure qnd intrigue. Again, his greatest fear is notbeing able
to finish before the end of the school year. He ls focused, but refuses tó be
talked into a one-act play. His could êasily become a "made-for-television
mini-series".
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Other students in the class are reaching back into their own life
experiences a¡d memories. Consequently, an-interesting "tapestry" of sorts is
being woven in this class. Some of ihese students have hãd incredible life
experiences in their relatively short lives. Their ability to recreate their
ex?erlences ls lmpresslve.

(One student has finished.)
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9C (Period 7) , 2zIO 2z5O

This class is generally well-prepared, motivated and extremely serious.
My most common expression with this group is 'Just do it!" Thy are great
thinkers (I am not being facetious.) They weigh, consider and debate
extensively, intensely, before writing - almost.painstakingly. They have
become more and more reflective during their creative processing.

They worked right from the beginning of the class to the end - without
interruption. I have learned a great deal from them. They are so
enthusiastic in sharing their thoughts and concerns.

Both classes have a surprisingly mature views of the world; I am
impressed.

Conference writing used in conjunction with criticai thinking skills in a
dramaticftheatrical genre could be almost a puriffing experience -ã
catharsis - for some of these kids.

Some are still developing their own models. One student constantly
refers to her character outline: "That's all I ever do when I write."

Another stated: "I couldn't put the stuff down on paper" (especially
the scenario model given the class); "I just started writing. I could verbalize
my ideas, but couldn't write them in the scenario". I jusf seemed "to know
what I wanted to do" right from the start. I didn't need the scenario.

Others just started writing a story, and the script began to emerge
from the writing.

Others commented on the need for a certain atmosphere to write a
certain kind of story . . . it motivates the "flow of the inner-self '.

(Another student finished today.)

9C (Period 1), 8:50 9:30, Friday, May 25
9A (Period 2), 9:30 10:L0, Friday, May 25

Generally, both classes were "winding down", both appeared tired and
had problems starting (9C), and keeping up the momentum (94).

The biggest problem, in both classes, seems to be in the whole area of
stage directions or something to hold the whole thing together.

Some are so steeped in writing stories that they can't seem to break
away from the story genre - lots of description sprinkled throughout the
dialogue. 'What I did is I took one finished script and edited the stage
directions. I showed students in both classes how to eliminate unnecessary
directions and information, thereby creating a much tighter piece of writing.
The students really appreciated this, especially when I took the finished
script, made the necessary changes, then photocopied it - changes and all -
and gave some of them copies. They found it really helpful to see how
relatively simple it is to eliminate unnecessary dialogue and description



simply by ending a scene and starting a new one. As I told them - "leave
sgmethiqg to the audience's imagination". This concept is quite often the
"bottom line" in truly exciting drama.

Eyen though it is Friday and we are all tired, it was a good day. I feel
I am getting to know some of them so well. Too bad it's almõst the end of
the school year.

I am most impressed with some students in both classes. Their
thoroughness is incredible and their insights remarkable. Some are really
reaching into themselves to create very beautiful stories

Monday, May 28

9A (Period 3 ) , l-O: l-O i-0:50

This was probably one of the best classes I have seen in my teaching
career - certainly the best in terms of this project.

As I told the students at the end of the class, it was almost as though I
could feel the thinking going on. I would say that the students in 9A have
reached a new level of awareness, a new level of consciousness. They are
truly actively involved in their learning and are beginning to reflect on their
critical and creative thinking. Although there was evidence of this last
Thursday, today's class was even more noteworthy in this regard.

One student who has been absent, but who has managed to work
ahead independently at home, had the following comments tb make:

"I know what I want to do, but not what I want to say."

"I think a scenario would work better for a short story."

"Scenarios are written; plays are more active, and should just happen.

"The scenario (model) is not helping me."

While on the other hand, another (talented) writer in the class had the
following observation:

"f can't really write until I write a scenario or outline" (creative
writing). Especially in planning the plglL of a creative piece.
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In expository writing/essay writing, he does not feel the need to write
detailed outlines (yet his expository writing is extraordinarily focused and
effective).

He further stated that in creative writing, he must plan a detailed
scenario as "this is a very different kind of writing for me."

In reading over his detailed plans and logical notes, I see a superior
play developing - perhaps publishable? It will be very interesting to see what
this student ends up writing.



His plot involves, in a sensitive and mature way, the last, sad days and
subsequent death of a disenchanted, elderly man.

I have learned so much from these two students. I see myself
becoming a learner; my role as teacher is changing . . . I am now a part of
this exciting learning experience, and I am now seeing the importance of self-
reflection and self-analysis. I am seeing the students in a far different way
than I did last September. This self-reflective, dialectical process has
affected me as well as the students.

Interestingly, I have been reading my journal to my students at the
beginning of our writing sessions (May 24/May 28). I feel that my sharing
helps them to understand the process of self-reflection and analysis; it
provides a catalyst in the whole idea of metacognition. It seems to help them
to take the process more seriously, to understand their own creative thinking,
and to understand themselves.

A last note in this evolutionary process was an interesting, somewhat
transitional insight from another student in the class:

"I don't think that the scenario really helped me that much; I don't
need it."

"What really seems to be helping me is the þg¡4¿!"!

There's a lot more to be said about self-reflection . . . !

9C (Period 5) , l-2:50 1:30

The class did very little. Their work today seemed "piece meal" and a
classic example of tokenism: "Let's give her what we think she wants". I
spent most of my time seeing if they were on task and monitoring their
behavior.

Many of them could not settle down long enough to determine if they
had any problems or questions. Those who did ask for assistance, did so
openly and went away with a focused concept.

Others who were further along only required suggestions and help in
specific areas to simplify certain scenes and clàrify general plot development.

And then there were the few who wanted to be left alone - they are
'way ahead of everyone else.

It will be interesting to look at their folders to see what they've come
up with so far.

In conclusion, the Magic that I saw in 9A this a.m. just wasn't
happening in 9C this afternoon - too bad.
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Wednesday, May 30

9A (Period 3-) , 8:50 9:30

I found that I had to clarify my expectations regarding the journal.

Yesterday, 9A worked for only part of the class on general writing.
Consequently, some students did not have an opportunity (or take the
opportunity) to work on their plays.

Although I didn't teach 9C yesterday (I don't see them on day 2), I
had the chance to check their writing folde¡s. Generally, I found they had
copious quantities of notes and miscellaneous stuff for their plays, bút their
journal entries were not as complete as I had hoped. It is for this reason that
I clarified with the other class the function of the journal.

I made it clear to 9A (and I will do the same with 9C) that the journal
basically has a triple role; i.e. it acts as a description of what occurred in the
classroom (the "what" part);it serves as a ratioñale because it justifies what
occurred (the "why" part); and it serves as an anal)rsis because it examines
process (the "how" part). I have found that some students extended it even
further to an evaluative level. Not only ar they evaluating what they did
during the previous class¡hey are euaiuating ás they plarifuture seótions of
their plays.

This morning, again, there is that sense of dedication and motivation
that I witnessed on Monday morning. They are working well. Again, I am
impressed with their willingness.

I will take their playwriting folders in next period this morning
(10:50). It will be interèsting to sèe what they've written so far.

I notice this morning most students working individually; however, a
group of three is functioning semi-collaboratively.

I also see students referring to atlases for factual background
information. One student has spent a major portion of the class checking
through the dictionary; I'm not sure why! (I'il ask.)

This class will have 20 minutes next period to finish up, then I'11 take
them into The Tempest.

9C (Period 2), 9:30 l-O:30

As I suggested, I did clarif' my position re Journals.

Students worked for L5 minutes on journal entries that they had not
done.

They seemed to be quite serious, although some needed prodding.
Most are really "into" what they're doing.



Some are questioning w¡itten scenarios. If a scenario is an outline,
then why can't they have it in their head, they argue. I respond, "why not,
indeed!"

A handful in this class is reflecting and evaluating. I believe that I will
see more of this later today.

9A (Period 3), 10:10 L0:50

One student who has finished is having problems entitling her play. I
think we will have to brainstorm and try to resolve this one.
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Comments

This is an example where the students can really
help one another. Rather than sinply putting down

something, or anything, for a tit1e, the student shared

her problem with several people in the cl-ass. Within

two minutes, she had a wonderful tit1e. Interestingly,
it was suggested by a student who had been, initialfy,
most ¡rreluctantrr to be involved in the playwriting
unit," Further to this, it hras a title that I had

considered for her p1ay, but had never verbal-ized to
anyone in the c1ass.

Thursday, May 3l-

9C (Period 4), 10:50 - l-l-:30

Students in this class, although somewhat behind the other group,
managed to get a great deal done during the class. Most worked very well
independently. Those who did not work alone, worked in small groups, or
with one other person to share ideas andf or to get help. I find that I am
constantly busy talking to students about their writing. Normally in a forty
minute class I speak to and conference with about six or eight students.



Most students in 9C are approximately half way through their plays.
Four students have finished writing their first draft. Many feðl that tliey will
finish tomorrow. I am hoping thalall students will finish by Tuesday, June 5.

The first drafts have been quite good. Mechanics (spelling, grammar,
punctqation, sentence structure) have been generally fairly good.- Ideas have
been interesting. Students at this level seem to be more comfortable relating
to tåeir own personal experiences. Consequently, many plays are quite "reali
and fascinating to read.

It is time to teach a lesson on form with these kids. I have not been
that impressed with the way that they have organized and set up their plays;
howevei, this problem is eásily fixed. Their id''eas are good; they are hïghíy
motivated and they are writing honestly. 'What 

else could I posiibly want?
Organtzational strircture, forrñ, etc. cari be taught, ideas cannot.

I see a need for further work on stage directions - in terms of format
and structure.

. For example, many students have telephone conversations occurring
in their plays and a¡e not sure how to include them.

Other students have their characters thinking aloud - almost talking to
themselves. Consequently, I had to talk about soliloquies or asides, and hów
soliloquies are handled, from a technical standpoint, in the professional
theatre.

I worked quite closely with seven students today during this class.
Generally, it was a good, solid working class.

9A (Period 5), 12z5O 1:30

This class seemed tired today. They couldn't seem to focus until I
moved them, or until I spoke to them about their not working.

Some wanted to work outside. Normally this is a good idea when kids
are "really inJo" what they are doing. Unfortunätely, they"really weren't - at
least most of them weren't - and so many accomplished very little.
(Interestingly, some commented on this in their journals.)

One student, for example, has done very little actual writing. The
reason is - no ideas, etc., etc., etc. I will observe this student carefully on
Friday, check the work in the writing folder, and make some decisions at that
point.

This class will work completely independently tomorrow. There will
be no opportunity to collaborate at all - with me or anyone else.

Everyone (including me) seemed to need a break today. This kind of
project is intense, to say the least. Genuine reflection and analysis is very
hard work!
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Friday, June l-

Definitely we will wrap this p_roject up by next Tuesday. The next big
thing will be ediiing the rest ôf the 

^t'ini"sne¿ ptays.

I have left out sample scripts for them to look at. This, I hope, will
assist them in their final drafts.

I am currently working on The Tempest with 9A and A Midsummer
l.light's Dream with 9C. I think this has beén helpful. As we analyze
Shãkespeare's plays, many students begin to anaiyze their own pláys using
many_o'f the sameiéchniques of summãrizing, intêrpreting, euaÍuaíing, atid
hypothesizing that we use in literary analysis.

Monday, June 4

9c (Period 4), 10:50 1l-:30

Most students are finishing up their first drafts.

I am taking in all folders.
Le. first drafts and scenarios;journal entries and iiterary terms -

tomorrow.

I reviewed my marking system with both classes. Unfortunately, gA
did not have class time to write today.

Marks will be allotted as follows:

I Journal entries
Literary terms
(10 maiks)

II Scenarios
First Drafts
Final Drafts
(25 marks)
(Using St. James-Assiniboia Marking Guide)

The unit will be formally completed at 3:30 tomorrow (Tuesday,
June 5).

The unit will have taken exactly two weeks: Tuesday,May 22 -
Tuesday, June 5.

(10 school days)

Extra time will be required by students (later this week) to finish up
first drafts of longer plays, or for students who have been absent.

Final drafts are to be submitted on Thursday. Students requiring
extra time may take until Monday, June LL (however, no class timè wilibe
provided).
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9A- 8:50-9:30
2:50 - 3:30

9C- 1:30-2:50

Special Notes
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I Regarding the final drafts, students are to submit handwritten drafts
or typed drafts on standard 8 1,/2'x LL".

Students are to follow proper procedures in general orgarization and
lqyout. Final drafts aré to be èrror free, and-must follow a recognized
play format.

Students must include an academic title page, and the plays must be in
a folder.

II Use of prologue/epilogue

One student in 9C is employing both in her p1ay, as she feels that it
would be ambiguous without them.

Another student is experiencing problems in writing his plot
(continuity, credibility). One oiher student suggestéd thãt he
incorporate an epilogue in his play and perhaps a prologue as well.

m Some students did not include a list of the characters involved in their
plays ("Cast of Characters") in the first draft. I reviewed the
importance of including this in the first and (certainly) in the final
drafts. It helps me considerably when reading a scriþt for the first
time.

Generaþ things are progressing well. The students are working hard
to complete the work on time.

Tuesday, June 5

p. 3 - 9A (Period 3), 1-0:l-O

p. 5 9C (Period 5), 12:50
Meeting

There was a decided urgency today as students tried to complete their
first drafts and organize all of their journal materials. The studenti worked
hard today. Although most students will finish their final drafts for next
Monday (June LL), some wili not. I have had to make changes/modifications
as we work through this unit. As I planned the unit, it all seemed so smooth

10:50

Iz20 Short Cl-ass-Staff



and easy. Even after imagining'Vorst-case scenarios", certain kinds of
problems, etc., etc. I could never have been prepared for the actual events
that transpired each day during the course of the unit.

X can see that even more structure is required by novice writers:

- More definite information is needed re first drafts, especially
in format, organization of dialogue, setting (scene) diiections,
and stage (director's) directions.

However, some students didn't need any of this;, they seemed
to do their own research and came up with excellent models on
their own.

- More specific information is needed in the sample play that I
included in their package of materials. I will ast p,itnission of
some students to use their plays as samples for future
playwriting units. some students are writing better "stuff' than
what I could possibly find in books.

- Samples of student work (superior work), as opposed to
professional, published plays. Students seemed a "tad"
intimidated by professional plays. They seemed to feel better
about asking one another and/or me for help. We truly have
been working as a team. I have to disagree with O'Farrell's
suggestions re the use of professional works. They have their
place, of course, in the classroom, but I question any sort of
sustained use of such (materials). It does not seem in keeping
with this process/collaborative ápproach to keep sending ^them

back to professionals playwrights when they are stuck. I would
rather build a bank of superior works written by other students
and tell them refer to them when they need help. It seems to
me that we are defeating our purpose when we have been
encouraging our students to write, to reflect, and to write
again;when we have been encouraging them to create and to
develop their own literary works. Then, when they need help,
we give them published plays by professional playwrights.
Students must read and learn from the writing of their peers
before we can expect them to benefit from the work of
professi onal playwri ghts.

Professional writing certainly has its place, but all too often it is
over emphasized and frightens our truly talented, but novice
writers.

Vüednesday, June 6

I don't see 9C on day 2. 9A students used this class to continue
working. My role today basically was one of slave driver or babysitter. Our
Grade Nine "F'arewell" dinner and dance is on Friday. Students who have
finished first drafts (and there are many who have), were allowed to assist in
completing decorations for the gala evening.
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I was left with only five industrious students. I learned a great deal
more about these people. (It seems that this one-on-one interaciion in a
conference writing mode is highly motivating and highly entertaining too!)

Thursday, June 9

As Farewell looms closer, so does my final deadline for all
outstanding first drafts. All students except for one in 9A and two in 9C have
finished the first draft phase. I am nearly blind from reading plays, (but I am
impressed with what I read).

FridayrJuneS-l-L:30

Some use their writing as a chance to live out their dreams, their
fantasies.

One student has written a beautiful scene wherein she is the principal
character. The scene involves her engagement to the young man she is now
seeing.

(How many times have kids imagined such scenes?) She has written it
all down and is getting credit for it! She is coming to terms with a lot of
realities. Perhaps she will see, as her play concludes, that it may not be all
that wonderful.

Friday, June I - 3:30 (Last Entry)

Again, I truly believe that every single one of these kids has a story to
tell and tÉis i3 his/tier chance to tell ii.
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Todqy or-re of my students told me that she finished her play last night
and shared it with her dying grandfather. Shortly after having fead it, he dierano snareo lt wltn ner oyl
in his hospital bed. He hr

Today one of my stut
rred it with her dying
rospital bed. He had

her when she start
He kept his promise.

There is a lot to be said about writing as a catharsis - as a puriffing
agent of the soul. I have always believed this to be true. Some of my -

students also believe this.

Many of them have learned a great deal from this experience; it seems
to have made them appreciate the beauty of writing, of thinking and of

y sruoenis t
dying grand
: had been I

ted the play that he wouldwait until she finished writing it.

reflectiecting on writing and thinking. I hope they nevèr lose it.

rralner. ùnorlry alter navlng reao lt, ne 01(
her principal character. He had promised

ed



Chapter Three

Student Survey R.esponses - 9A

NOTE TO READER:

The following survey responses have been included in
this document as they hrere first written by the students.

The responses appear here in their unedited, original form.
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Ouestion One

Do you feel that a scenario, oE some kind of outline, helps
vou to focus vour thoughts regardíng any of the following
literary elements: plot, theme, character or conflict?

ff so, how?

If so, why?

ttYesrr Responses

1. Yes, I think that a scenario definately did help me with all the
literary elements. It helped me withihe plot, by giving me an
idea as to what will happen in the play, which I afterwãrds
added on to. It also reâlly helped with the characters and what
their personalities would be like.

2. Yes, I believe that the scena¡io helped me organize my
thoughts. It gave me an outline or structure tb build on, then
when I had finished the scenario, I just added in the details and
converted it to stage directions and dialogue. However, I find
it difficult to writia play because my minî tends to thiik of a
story in a sentenced format. The scenario helped my very
muõh in this aspect by creating an outline, which is someíhing
that I also use when writing a story.

3. Yes, I do feel some kind of outline or scenario helped me to
focus on my thoughts because this way you get to think and
plan what your plot, theme, character and c-onflict are going to
be, instead of letting new ideas come to mind as your writing.

Also, when you done your scenario your in a sense done your
play because all you have left is the putting together of your
i¿eäs in story/diâloge form.

4. Yes, I feel that a scenario helped me a great deal. it helped me
organtze my thoughts and ideas. It was easy to fall back on and
made it easier to write my play.



5. I felt that the scenario really did help me in writing my play. It
helped me to focus my thinking and where I wanted mysetting
to take place.

A scenario does help me focus my thoughts. It helps me start
the writing process without second thoughts. Eventhough I
did change the scenario while I was writing my play, it gave me
an outline, the basses of writing the play.

I feel that a scenario helps me to focus my thoughts because it
helps to picture an idea. It is easier because you know what
your topic is and you can clearly think of the order of events. If
you are writing a scenario it gives you a head start. But if I did
not w¡ite a scenario, it would take me time to imagine the plot,
setting, theme, characters and plot.

I feel that the scenario lets you go back and focus your
thoughts every time you can not remember a certain aspect of
a characfer you can go back to your scenario.

I feel that a scenario lets you plan the story the way you wanted
it to be. It helps you focus on-setting, plot, theme,
characteri zation, and confli ct.

I feel that the scenario helps me in my writing of plays and
stories. I believe that it helps me in many ways. It helps me to
orgarize and plot out my idea. The scenario enables me to
write more; stay on topic; and write what I had set out to write.

Yes, I feel that writing a scenario helped me alot. It helped me
organtze my thoughts and feeling towards the story in what I
was going to write. The plot was easier to figure out.
Everything fell into place. My scenario was completely
different from how my slory turned out but if I nèeded ideas, I
just looked at my scenario.

Yes I feel that scenarios help because they keep you on the
right track and they help you focus your ideas and how they
help you focus they make you concentrate on your ideas, and
or ganized, myself better.

I believe that the scenario did help me. The plot was
organized so that I didn't have to go back and change anything.
In the story I wrote, I had troubles making everything in a
logicial order. The theme had not helped in the scenario
because later on in the first draft, I change it. The personility
of the characters and the characters themselves didnot change
in how I was going to have them. It helped me, by not having
to think of new personalities. The conflict was very much the
same, it had no change then in the end of the final draft.

Yes, I feel that a scenario helps me focus my thoughts on
theme, setting & characters. It helped by making me think
before I could write. It also helped me sort out what I thought
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about. Although the outline helped me at the beginning, it
frustrated me later. I knew I had to think of a scenario first
before I had to write my play. The thought of having to think
everything out first scared me, probably because I thought I
had to do each question separately. (t-c. first think of theme,
then setting, etc. in order.) I thought I had to think each
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tion & come up with an answer not thinking of a whole
& then fill in the scenario. After thinking of a whole play,
:allv from the beeinnins to end. the scenario heloed me. I

tr did for this play. I think this scenario helped me expand my
ideas before I wrote my play so I knew almost exactly what to
write in my play. It did this because I had to write down almost
in detail what to write.

The next time I write a play, I would rather be told to get an
idea than be told to write a scenario; however, the (phases) in
the scenario did help.

Basically the thought of having to write a scenario scared me
because I never had to write one before, so I tried to take one
phase at a time.

Next time I think I will use a scenario because it did help to
orgartrze my thinking and also now I know how to use them.

14. Yes, for me the scenario did help. For other people it might
not have worked, but for me it did. The scenario helped
because at first I had no idea what I was going to wright about,
and as I went along with each question, more ideas kept
comming to me. Why. It helped me was because of the
questions for example if it asked you characters you would just
have to make up a few names. For setting, just think up a
place.

guess I usually do a bri
but I think of the same

es-s I ysyaþ.do a biief scenario in my head (not oñ p{per)
but I thmk ol the Same concepts dg then wrlte my play. Ihe
scenario I think of in my head is a lot less detailed then the one

& then write my play. The

Comments

The students who bel-ieved that the scenario phase did

help them in focusJ-ngr their thoughts cited many similar
explanations. Students alluded to both plot and character

more freguently than to theme and conflict" Although some

discussed conflict and theme, it was superficial and almost



in passing" One stated, ttThe conflict was very much the

same " no change in the final draft.r'

The rnajority discussed the sequence of events (plot),
and the characters and their personalities. One suggested

that the scenario helps you ¡rremember a certain aspect of
the character. ¡r Another student went on to suggest that it
rrhelped me to focus on ny thoughts . you get to think
and plan what your pIot, theme, character and conflict are

going to be . rr Further to this, another respondent

explaj-ned that the outlÍne assisted him in staying on topic;
he wrote what he rrhad set out to writerr" Students suggested

that the scenario "made it easier[ and that it helped them

ttstart the wrj-ting process without second thoughtstt.
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Students also were av/are that the scenarj-o was designed

to he1p, not hinder" For example, one person claimed that
it I'cuts down on distractions'!, while another stated it gave

him a rrhead startrr; others claimed the scenario r¿as a time

saver which made the whole process much easier.

However, respondent #f¡ initially saw the scenario as

rather frightening. After wrestling with her thoughts for
some time, she coul-d see the benefits of the scenario;

however, there remained some doubt in her final comments:



The next tirne I write a

get an idea than to be tol-d

the scenario did help" "
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I'Next time I think

Her lack of experience

reason for her hesitation"
woul-d alleviate her anxiety

play, I would rather be told to

to write a scenario; however | .

Most would

hardest part of

is the putting

f orm. rl

I will use a scenario . rr

in writing plays j-s the maj or

More experience in playwriting

regarding the use of a scenario.

agree that writing a good scenario is the

writing a play, because rra1l you have left
together of your ideas in story/dialoque

rrNorr Responses

1. I don't feel that an outline of any kind helps because when I
write, I already know what the plot, theme, character and
conflict are going to be bout. For the play I just wrote, I was
tryilg to come up with an original plorand make the storyline
believable. While I was doing that, another play was building
ir -y mind. So when I started writing all the ideas were in my
head and I write most of it in one shot.

2. No. I feel that when writing, it is best just to think things
through carefuly, act it out in my mind, and from there I get it
down on paper. Writing a scenario, to me, is a waste of time
and thought. Without knowing it, you can easily loose your
train of thought and could take precious time to get back on
track. for me, writing is a fast-paaced, high-speed thing that I
like to get down on paper as quickly as possitile. Changes can
come with editing.

3. No, I don't believe using a scenario help in the writing of my
play. I prefer to work everything out in my mind.



4. No, I don't thinkthe scenario helped me "focus my thoughts".
The only thing I found the scenario useful for was reference.'When I am ready to write anything I always have a story
planned out all the scenario did for me was give me a place to
write down the information I already had planned out. So,
when I used the scenario it was stricÍdy foi reference.

No, I feel it is easier to just write instead of organizing it first.5

6.
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No. I had to write my play first because I didn't know what
would happen and I don't iike planing what I'm going to write -
I might write off topic.

Comments

Interestingly, four out of the six respondents \^/ere

most definite about not needing to plan on paper because all
of the ideas hrere in their minds, and they preferred it that
\n/ay.

One stated, ¡¡. when I started writing, all the

ideas hrere in my headtt, while another echoed, ttf prefer to
work everythj-ng out in my minds¡¡.

Another student emphasized that rr. you can lose

your train of thought" if you write a scenario.

Essentially, these students had developed a mental-

scenario which is a perfectly valid organizational

technique" These students had a definite premise for a

script, but did not have the time to write an outline" They



certainly did have an outline, and an effective one at that,
as each of the four wrote successful, focused pIays"

The student who emphasized that tt. it is easier to
just writerr is a good writer. Her play was based on a

recent personal experience and she wanted to write the play

quickly while everythingi was fresh in her mind.
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The final respondent who doesnrt ttlj_ke planning

(because) I might write off topic", wrote a play based,

againr orl a recent personal experience. She was relatively
successful and guite focused in her writing.

Undecided - Ouestion One

1. I feel that the outline helps in my writing, but only to a certain
extent. It helps me in that I can look at it as sort of guid to
what I'm suppose to write next. But sometimes as I write I
have new ideàs to incorporate into the plot and then the
"outline" becomes obsolete.

2. When I am writing aplay or any piece of writing I like to use
some form of scenario. This play however was from my own
experiences so my scenario *äs ín my head. The scendrio that
I used was basically a sequential one. I needed to get down the
order of the plot so I could relate my characters to-it. This
stage helped me write in a distinct order. The scenario
provided was helpful because, it made me think about how I
wanted the play to progress, and the actions of my characters.

Comments

The first respondent had written a rather lengthy short

story and then began to write a one-act pfay based on an



idea that had emerged from the story. Essentially he used

some of the events from the story as a type of outlíne. He

then added to and deleted from his outline. Unfortunately,

he never finished his play; his heart seemed to be in his

original short story. He hras more interested i-n expanding

his original short story into a short novel. He felt he

would like t.o adapt it j-nto a screenplay next year, and then

perhaps approach a publisher"
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The second respondent used a type of outline or

scenario, but not in the true sense of the word. He tended

to use a mental scenario, hohrever it was not detailed

because he was writing about a recent experience" This

student would probably use a stricter scenario form in

another similar plalrwriting project"



Ouestion Two

Do you think that
your work when you
write a play?

rrYesll Resþonses
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1..

it nrakes a difference to the qualitv of
write a scenario or outline before you

Yes, I think that it makes a difference to the qualiw of the
work ryqen you write a scenario because withóut a 

-scenario 
you

are writing from nothing and you have no base to work froni.

I definitely would say that the scenario helped me. It
organized-all my ideâs into a sequences of events which was
easily put down on paper. I think if I were writing this as a
story, I wouldn't have had to make an outline, but since I had
to write the play in such an unfamiliar format, it helped to have
my ideas on paper in the proper order so that I wouid not
ïorget or mix them up.

As I said in the previous answer it did help me alot in fact by
having this scenario, it gave me more of an incentive to finiih
my play early. I will continue in the future to use this method
of the scenario.

Yes, I tþink that a scenario makes a difference to the quality of
my work because I had records to keep looking at, and I haä
pieces that fit p.e{ectly together with ôther pie-ces. 'Without the
scenario, especially the journal, ali my idead would be a big
Dlur rn my mlno.

I think that it makes a difference in the qualitv of vour work
when you-write a scenario. It helped me to focus úry thinking
more, and made my play more interesting for studeits to reaä.

Yes, I believe that scenario does make a difference in the
guali-ry of work !do, in the way I donot repeat my-self during
the play-or skip from one day to another. It keeþs me focusðd
on my ideas and what I am writing.

I think it makes a difference to the quality of work if writing a
scenario or outline before you write a play. Writing a scenãrio
fills your head with ideas and thus it eásier to writia play.
When.writing a scenario, you can focus and picture thè way the
plot will be, the theme, the characters and tlie conflict.

I think it helps strengthen all the literary eiements for the play.
For example, in my journal said: "I have been noticing how
characters evolve, first it is just a mass that takes up space, then
they get emotions, then body shape, then voices, tlierLfaces"

tr believe without a scenario I would not be able to notice this.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.



9. I feel that the scenario makes a difference to the quality of my
work. I've seen it make a difference in the length and the
quality of my work.

Yes, I can honestly say that the scenario made a world of
difference in the quality of my work. I think this is because I
knew what I wanted to do so I wrote it down. I did know what
I wanted to say so my words were not jumbled up or confusing
to read.

I believe that the scenario made the play in a logical order than
in a big pile of wa.r. Everything was right in front of me and if I
did any changes I could look back at the scenario then at the
whole play to see what happened in the past of the play.

Yes it did help the quality of my work. I had to write down in
detail what my play was about, it saved me from getting many
ideas later since I had a whole outline. If I hadn't written a
scenario I would have crossed out and changed alot more.
The scenario made the quality of my first draft better.

It might make a difference in your play because it makes you
think out your play more, so your sure of what your writing.
Also so the ending wont fall an not make sence. In other cases
you might already have an idea that would be great and works
out perfectly. It all depends on the person and their ideas.

Yes, because when you write a play you know what you want.

It probably would have made a difference on my play because I
don't think mine is very weil written. I based my play on my
worst fear and what I would have gone through if it did
happen. If I wrote a more complete outline, it might have
turned out better.

10.
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11.

12.

13.

L4.

15.

Comments

The respondents were unanj-mous in that they felt that a

wri-ter needs a rrbaserr so that everything Itfitstt better.

Thoughts and ideas are focused; there is litt1e or no

confusion on the part of the playwright during the actual

playwriting process" Furthermore, the process becomes

easj-er and the play better because s/he can constantly refer



back to the scenario" This avoids

the quality of the first draft"

The scenario assisted one

because he had never written a

rel-ied heavily on it.
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One student suggested that, it helped assist in the

development of credible characters, while another explained

it provided her with the incentive to finish writing earry.

repetition and improves

One respondent stated that it helped her create a

better ending, while another respondent reiterated, rtwithout

the scenario, especially the journal, all my ideas would be

a big blur in my mindr'.

respondent in particular
play before; consequently, he

fn closing, one student reviewed her play by stating:
t'if I wrote a more complete outline, (my play) might have

turned out better"

ttNorr Resnonses

1. Ng, I feel that using the scenario was just a hinderance I can do
without. It slows me down and throughs me off track. There
are too many editing phases to worry about. There just isn't
the time for me to use one when it has no bearing oir the
quality of my work.

No, I don't think that the scenario made a difference in the
quality of my work because I kept on changing my mind on the
loea anyway.

2.



J. No, not necessarily, for this play I think the quality of work
would have been virtuallv the same. I think there is no
difference from when tr g'o through the scenario process and
from when I just start at the playwriting phase.

No I don't think it really makes a difference to the quality of
your work because it doesn't really matter if you write a
scenario, your ideas get focused in your mind and if your ideas
are there they're there and if they're not they're not.

No, the quality of the work is what you write; not how you
write it. I found it didn't help to "focus" my thoughts.

I don't feel that it makes a difference to the qualities of my
writing as a I find it doesn't make a significant difference.

4.
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5.

6.

Comments

Basically, respondent #5 summed up the opinions of the

others. rrlt is what you write, not how you wri-te Íttt.

Respondent #+ expanded on this by saying, rr. if your

ideas are there, they're there, and if they're not, they're

not. tr

Generally the respondents prefer to plan in their

heads, not on paper. They all had very definite ideas

regarding Èheir stories and had even more definite ideas

regarding how they would telI them"

Undecided - Ouestion Two

My quality of work is dictated by how organized my thoughts
are. The scenario helped me organize my thoughts so my work
turned out more the way I wanted it to. If I had been writing
on a totally fictional group of characters and ideas, my play
would not have been helped by a scenario. My characters had
elements of all people in them, therefore my writing was just
writing down what they would do or say. Some parts of the
scenario really served no purpose as part of my writing.



Comments

This student remains unconvinced regarding the value of
a scenario simply because he has only written one play, and

ít was a very short play based on a recent personal

experience" Although he stated that he wourd not be helped

by a scenario íf he were 'rwriting on a totally fictional
group of characters¡r, it is very possible that he would be

unsuccessful if he did not use some sort of outlining
method "
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ouestion Three

After you have written a scenario, do you find that you
change it as you write the play?

& t &

If so, where do you tend to make your changes?

what extent do you make changes?

& & ú

7L

If not, why do you feel that you do not make any changes?

ttYesrr Responses

1,. After writing the scenario I did find that I changed the
storyline alot as I wrote the play, to the extent where it
definately wasn't even the same story at all. I tended to make
changes in the main part of the play be adding on things to
make it more interesting.

2. The only change that I made was that my two characters Mury,
and Roman didn't really fall in love as much as I wanted them
to, I didn't want to makê my play drag on and bore my readers,
so I decided to keep it short and sweet.

3. Yes, I found that after writing a scenario I changed some of it
as I wrote my play. I found that the majority of the changes
were in charaCter and the plot. I don't usually make major
changes because I like to stick to my original idea.

4. After I written a scenario, I find that I do change it as I write
my play. I tended to make slight changes in my setting.

5. During the writing of my play, I had changed some of the
content. The conflict was harsher than that I had put in my
scenario. The ending, I had also changed, I feel that the
ending of my play was stronger than that of my scenario.

6. Yes, I did change my play a great deal. I made my changes in
the plot and the resolution. My ending needed a little work
but i think I managed okay. I made some very drastic changes
because I figured, if your going to write something that
happened I might as well give it a suitable ending.

1. Yes, I change my scenario quite a bite while I write my play. I
tend to make the changes mostly in conflict. I did change some
characters as well, but not the characters themselves, their
personality mostly, the way thay acted with the other
characters.



Ileel th_at_my changes were very important. They mostly
changed the whole-concept of the piay. For instánce, I made
the conflict in the play.between Isãbella and Jack go so far they
got a divorce. Whère in my scenario I didn't even"have them '
ligþtilg. I also changed their personality. In my scenario I had
Isabella gs_ lhe "good" parent and Jack a! the father that yelled
at his child because shè forgot where her jacket was.

On the other hand, the play did not even have Jack arguing at
Brandy. He was the "gobd" parent and Isabella was thé smoker
who didn't care about here child leading them into divorce.

The other major change I had was Casandra, the coach of
Brandy. I hgd her in my scenario as just a coach, in the play,
Brandy's @ther (Jack) fel in love wiih here and þot -ar^rieí
(!o her¡, This making the play more into a soap ópera. I also
changed the ending of the þlay. Orieonally it was iuppost to
end rlith Brandy qüiting gynnastics ãue to family pròËlems.
Now it ends that Brandy þoes to her highest standârds.

Yes definitly. When you write a sinerio you definitly dont have
all of the details in arid as you begin to write your pÍay new
ideas may come to you. Also you may realizé, that something
doesn't make sense or something woúld make more sence a
different way. Usually the chanfe is small. You could add a
different cháracter, oi change aicene. On the other hand you
could end up totalþ changiñg your play. You may keep the
settings, characters and confliõt but then change ihe thème.

The only part I changed was that fwo of the characters in my
nJaV tgo\.sppposed suicidepills; that point wasn'r put in my
plot. It did change the endihg becausè I had startéd beforð I
got the idea of them taking pi1ls. It changed the climax &
made it more interesting. -

When I tried to write my scenario I had absolutely no idea
w_hat t was going to do. I changed everything butihe theme.
The p,lot is clearly different to what I wâs almost going to
complete. Only one character that I originalty crðateð still
existi and the óne scene that the play wãs goiig to take place
in, is no longer in my play.

I found that from a day-to-day basis I wanted to change the
direction of my play. One day I wanted to say something
strong and forôeifuiin the plajr. The next day I wanred tõ be
suttle. The could chgnge many things in the scenario. (Tone,
tension, atmosphere)

Yes, I feel that you change it as you write your play. I make my
changes at the énd, and t-here nót ail long "but tËeré different.

Yes, after I wrote the scenario I changed my mind many times.
I made the changes in the area of plol, setting and charäcters.

t¿

9.

10.

1.L.

\2.

13.



14. 'Whenever I write something, practically everytime the finished
product is, totally different in comparison to the original idea.
tr feel this is because I think of more creative ways of going at a
problem. The mo¡e I write the more I think of how I could do
a better ending. I make any changes throughout the play (or
whatever the case may be). The longer the writing the more
changes and more of a better finished product.

When I did write the scenario, I felt that everything I wrote I
changed. Characters changed, setting changed and the mood
changed. the only thing that didn't change was the plot. I
enjoy writing my characters around my plot, not into it. Ideas
also change your feelings toward the play wich, without change,
can run your play quickly into the ground, the playvwight looses
interest, and the play is over before it is started.

15.
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Comments

Six respondents changed rreverythingtt or rrchanged the

whole concept of the play". One suggested that he changed

Ita gireat deal¡r; another said r¡alot¡r " The other rrYesrr

responses were much stronger: ¡rI changed the whol-e concept

of the playtt and rrl changed everything, but the theme, from

my scenarior¡.

Six students made slight changes in their plays as they

wrote. The changes tended to involve smal1 events in the

plot. One student changed the major climax so that the

ending would be stronger. Another changed the endingr for
the same reason"

one student made many changes in three major areas:

p1ot, setting and character"



Finally, one student was indecisive - rrfrom a day-to-
day basis I wanted to change the direction of my play."
This student was writing about an intensely ernotional

personal experience" Her feelings of sadness and

frustration as a result of this experience, red to obvious

mood inconsistencies"
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rrNorr Responses

1,. I do not make cþ-ang.es_ tofhe scenario, but I do change the
play. I add details, Iittle things begin to change, so I ñave to
"adjust" the play to accept these clianges. Alío,'I sometimes
have revelations or thoughts that justþop into my mind. I will
often make changes to incorporat-e thèsd ideas iríto mv plav.
The extent th¿t l-change things depends on the idea. if I gêt a
really incredible idea t-hat coùld alier the whole course of"-y
play and better it a great deal, I will make whatever and
however many changes are necessary.

2. After I have written a scenario, I do not change it as I write the
play. Ifeel that a scenario is for a pe-rson to fóllow. If you do
mqke chaÎgjs the¡e_was no real usè for the scenario, since your
writing a different play.

3. After writing a scenario., I find that I make very rittre changes it
the story/play. WheS changes are made, theyäre made bi
simply u$dqg a small chara-cter or scene to "bring the play
together". 

^The reason that I do not make many c-hangê,s i's
because of the completeness of my scenario.

Comments

Although the three students stated that they did not
make changes, two reaIly did make minor changes. These two

students had written extremely clear and concise scenarios

and then had painstakingly i-ncorporated their scenarj-o

points into their plays" Although there \^/ere some changes,



they were of little consequence. Both students wrote

exceptional plays"

The third student wrote an

probl-ems with his play in terms

development of the rnajor theme"

pl-ay"
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Undecided - Ouestion Three

1. In my rough or first draft, the play followed the scenario to the
last detail. But in the final draft, I changed the ending, so it
didn't look so stupid. Instead of two brothers fighting over a
princess, I changed it to a brother saving the other and the one
that saved the other, died in the process in doing so.

2. No I didn't do a scenario, but while writing I did some changes.
I had too many characters so I cut some out.

3. When you make a scenario before your play you have to
speculate its sequence of events. I cannot do this with my
writing. I find if I try to stick to a certain course in my writing,
it becomes stale. If I write as I want to, my play becomes
something to express my thoughts and ideasin. My scenario
changed dramatically in parts, but stayed the same in othe¡s.
For example my conflict had an extra (dimension to the)
external, while my plot stayed completely the same.

4. I find that I tend to make my changes as I go along and re-read
what I have written. I mostly tend"to makãmy chãnges in
sentence structure.

I find that I only make small changes such as re wording a
sentence or some times in paragraph. No significant changes
to the plot outline.

excellent scenario, but had

of the support and

It simply was not a good



Comments

Respondents two, three and

scenario, but what they used as

change "
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Respondent number one wrote an extraordinarily detailed
scenario and an epic-length play, He followed the scenario

faíthfuIly, but the changes he made hrere guite necessary.

Change is a necessary component of the evolutionary
nature of writing"

four did not write a true

an outline or rrscenariort did



Question Four

Do you think that writing somethinq other than a scenario is
more helpful?

Describe what works best for you.

rrYesrl ResDonses

77

1. X believe webbing is very helpful for me. It does not tell the
whole play. It is simply a out-line for the play to be based on. I
feel that a scenario holds you from changing anything in the
play.

I found that there was something better for me than the
scenario. I decided to write a stõrv about the play first. This
made writing the play eas.ier becaúse then I coulci more easily
express what was h.appqning in the story through the words o'f
the characters. Thifhelped-me in writing my i'lay alot.

Y.e-s.^.Just write the play. What ever you left out change it so it
will fit.

What works best for me is the term f iust do it". I found I
wouldn't jumble things up so much. -

Yes. I think that wrililg.a srory tþel,a play would be helpful.
A story can give you hidden deiails like^how the liehr catôhes a
character's_eyes and so on. In my play when I seeit acted out
in my mind, the characters have 3d mâny facial expressions that
another reader won't see. So if I write á story to g^o along with
my play, it would make it easier to understand.

What works best for me is iust to write the pla)¡ freehand with
nothing to follow or refer 6ã¡Fto.-
I haven't tried anything other than an outline or scenario so, I
could just guess that it would have the same purpose as the
scenario. I think it would just be used strickty foi reference.
Plqt w=orks best tor me iq !g just write, I usuâlly can get a
finished product that would b-e just ailood if nót betíer then
the one done with the aid of thé scenaiio.

Like I have stated above, I enioy getting rieht into mv work
without inhibiting myself wittreltia writin{. fne only thing I
do use is a charaõter list so that I do not lõose track óf names.
Sometimes ptace tists came intãn¿v. Wh.r" ro*.otrã iu*
something, what time they saw it, so my play follows through
without interruption. But most of the iime,-(save those twõ of
course) I do not use any extra writing to helþ me along.

4.

5.

t.



Comments

Two students wrote stories first, then began to script
them. rt was interesting to see them deverop thei-r own

preparatory method"

7B

one student used ¡twebbing¡r to prepare for the actual
writing of the play" rnterestingry, she refers to this as

an ttoutline¡¡ which she said she did not find rrrestrictiverr.

Four respondents found that they just wanted to sit
down and 'rdo itrr " They had a clear picture of their story
and did not want to waste tirne developing a clumsy or
contrived outline"

One conceded that, he uses a ¡tcharacter Ii_strr and

(sometimes) a ¡rprace listrr. These elements r,rere important
phases of the original scenario model provided to the class.

ttNorr Responses

1. lYo, tr think the scenario idea really helped me, and hopefully it
showed up in my play.

No, I think a scenario best helps me focus on my topic.

No, I 4on't think something else is more helpful than a
scenario,-so long as the scenario is flexible. if it were a rigid
format w.lgre the_playwright was forced to put their ideafüown
in a specific way, I think this would take awãy the freedom of
expressing your thoughts on paper. This couid result in ideas
not coming across cognitively or being forgotten.

2.

J.



4. I don't think that writing something other than a scenario
would be more helpful for me. I found that a scenario works
best for me.

I feel that the scenario is the best method for me to use when
yrlting_a play. -It helped me to focus on all the major consepts
before I started writing my play.

The scenario had worked best because it helped me to focus on
the sequence of events. The scenario gives me more ideas and
thoughts for my play. I find it very effèctive to write a scenario.

I think the scenario was helpful enough for me. I find if you
write too much on a play it gets boring after a while. So ï think
if I was-going to give advice to someoñe I'd say, "write as much
as you feel comfortable with".

\o, qhe senerio works best for me. It helps me plan out my
play better.

Tg ry", I-don't think anything other than a scenario would help.
It helped me organtze & plan very well. Any other plan mighî
only confuse me, but I don't know for sure because I haventi
tried them.

No, scenarios are fine they make you thing about your actions,
thoughts and ideas.

I believe that if I am going to write an outline of some sort, I
would be more inclined to write a scenario than anything else.

I have tried other methods, but I find a plot outline works the
best.

I believe an outline could have done as much as the scenario.
The outline is how I like to format things or events in the play.

The only other thing beside a scenario that might help me in
my writing would bã a brief character or plot o"utline.' This is
quite similar to a scenario but the outline! is a lower-scaled
version.

5.

6.
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7.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Comments

Twelve of the thirteen citations i-ndicated a very

positive response to the value of the scenario. The

students found that the scenario reaIly helped in focusing



and planning. One respondent cautioned that although the

scenario is helpfu1, it must be rrflexibler!. rtlf it were a

rigid format " this would take away the freedom of
expressing your thoughts on paper.¡l

One student explained that ¡tnothing would work better,
but I don't know for sure because I havenrt tried themrr. On

the other hand, another student stated that he had rtrj_ed

othersrr, but would be ttj-nclined to write a scenario than

anything elsetr.
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Undecided - Ouestion Four

Yes, I believe a simple plot summary or sequence of events is
very benificial to writing. If I have a simple, logical sequence
of events_(I) do not get as confused. The scenario was ïery
beneficial to me although my (method) worked just as weli.
My scenario consisted of a flow chart . . . This was simple and
seemed logicai to me.

Comments

This student tried the scenario as well_ as his ovin

method. rt was interesting to see him experiment with both,

rather than to reject something nev/ simply because it was

unfamiliar and rather intirnidating at the tirne.



Ouestion Five

Reflecting on your writing is important whÍ1e writing apfay.

How does your journal assist you in this regard?

ttYesrr Resþonses

8l_

1,. The journal was.extremely helpful to me-because it stored my
ideas and steps that I took the process of the actual making óf
my play. The journal helped me to remember the order oíthe
days I used more effectivèly.

2. My journal k-ept me up_to date onmy personal feelings about
writing the play. e.g. what was difficirli, easy.

I knew where I had finished off the day before and what I had
to do the next. The journal also kept my teacher, Ms. Nentwig,
up to date on what I had done. I ttfint iÎ I was to write anothe"í
play, I would keep a journal.

3. My journal helped me if and when I got of track. If I was
distracted by sõmething- and_ I lost m/ train of thought I could
refer back tÞ *y jour-nãI. My journai was also a*íy to show
what really happened and nóiwhat I thought would be
appropriate tg.say: Inhis way my journal helped keep my mind
on track resulting in a betterþer-frirmance.

4 When writing aplgy, { haye many thoughts going through my
hea.d. { journaf simply gives mea placé to þut i-hese thäug}íts,
so that I may focus on my play itseli. The joirnal is impor"tant'
to my concentration, and without it I'm suie I would have
found things very difficult. While writing my play, I used my
journal a great deal and I believe it greatly ásiistãd me.

5. Yy journal helped-me a greaf deal in writing my play. It
helped me reflè-ct, b-ecause_ most of my idealwerê on personal
experiences and feeìings. I jotted down my mood, in â1most
every g+try. J^foun$ rhar my mood and feélings grearly effecred
my writing. I found the jouinal to be the mosl irlportánt part
or my scenarro.

6. .My 
journal helped me alor. If I forgor whar I did the day

before. I looked in my journal, and-it told me what my daily
work had been.

7. The journal helped me to "see" what I did overal. I might have
just write-n somè o.f my pìay during class, but writing hkä that
can be all on one idea. 

-The journãl helped me suniup, know
what tr have done & what I häve to do. Ït left me orgdnized &
ready to finish, whatever I was doing, at another tim-e.



M.y jo¡4na-l assisted me greatly because it helped me reflect on
what I had already writtén. It showed me whèn I wrote my
'best work" on thé play, and what mood I was i"ltrLn Í wrote
it.

The journal helped in that if you wish to look back and see
s,omething you've already inciuded in the play and you know
the date you did it, you cãn simply look báckio thal days enrry.

My journal affects me in a big way that I need to think about
my scenarlo or my play.

The journal assists me by where-the characters in the story are
coming from. Uke Lorci Coon, he is much in the likenesíof
my father - always wanting me to do something, NOW.

Princess Qyivia, she is in the image of a friend in this class, but I
would rather not to say more.

sir winsurick is like me a caring brother who does his best for
his b¡other (and who shows) goõd judgemenr and skill.

Sir Ulyses is.a brother I would like to have than (name), my
original brother.

Thç+ at last, Sir Oreg is in.the image-of (name), he (Sir Oreg)
and (name) are always looking forãdverìture. iNanìe) and 5ír
9t"g just like _to havé fun witlilife and forget dèath itdeH. Like
the sayings, "You've got only one life and iT shouldn't be
wasted" and "you're only yoirng once".

9.
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10.

11.

Comments

The students who found the journal to be helpful
mentioned that they used it for storing information, for a

quick reference to help them remember what had transpired in
the past, and for assistance in focusing and keeping them
rron trackrt with their character development.

some used their journals as a place to record their
feel-ings and thoughts" Three students agreed that the



journal was beneficial in encouraging them to refrect on

their writing and on their rfmoodsrr.

rrlt showed me when f wrote my ,best, workr on the Þlay,
and what mood I was in when I wrote it. ¡t
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one student viewed the journal as an integral part of
the scenario, and used her journar throughout the entire
playwriting process.

rrr found the journal- to be the most important part of
ny scenario. rl

rrNorr Responses

1. During my w_riting.of the play, I did not find it helpful to use
my journal. I continued my project from where I îeft off the
last time.

2. I did not find my journal at all important while writing my play.

3. I felt that keeping a journal didn't really help me. I make alot
of mental notès, but it was hard for meio gét my ideas down
on paper.

4. The.journql -49.1 not help me because it was compulsory and
the journal didn't help mè to think of more ideas.^ I thifü it was
a waste of time to write in my journal.

5. I don't believe reflecting is important while writing a play. The
journal did not help melpersonally, in any regard."

6. When writing in my journal, I found that I didn't want to
bother with it because I already know how I feel about
something. If we weren't getting marked on it, I wouldn't have
done it.

l. While writing the play, the journal just doesn't come into the
picple. -In helping writing ihe play, it effectively does nothing
to help the process along.



Comments

The seven students who responded negatively to the use

of the journal failed to see any intrinsic value in the
journal and courd see no personal or academic advantages in
usi-ng it while writing a p1ay. These students kept a

journal sirnply because it was a compulsory phase in the

unit "

a4

Undecided - Ouestion Five

1,. I feel that the journal doesn't help me angnore than it was
meant to. A journal is a record of ¿aitv occurances and it
would only assist me by telling me what I did at a certain time.
The journal would also tell mé what thinking stage I,m at at
e ach' d evelopment ph as e þ ¿ gi"dg, *ì aã¿;äo Ë;di.

2. My journal did not help me to much. One way it did help me
was to relize the days lfelt tired and the days ï did quite^a bit
of writing. Overall ihough it did not help nie to muöh.

3. In my journal I justinclude_d th_e steps that I did each day, as I
did rñy scenario and play. So,_for m'e, thà jour"ui àl¿" i'fi.rp ut
all. If qgqe pe_oplg were to add what'they were writing aboilt
in detail, theh I ¡hink that the journal woüld assisr theñr.

otherwise for me, the journal did not help. I guess that mabey
I wrote the journal incórrectly, or it just dbesnYt help.

4. I feel that a journal does assist me as I write but it does not
provide any significant help other that the date in which a
wrote certain information in my writing assignment.

Comments

Essentially these students cou]d not see philosophical

or emotionar benefits regarding the use of the journal- in



the wrj-ting process. The students used

reference or as a record of past events

more. They were unable to expand their
thinking and writing processes.

B5

their journals as a

- reaIly nothing

journals into their



Chapter Four

Student Survey R.esponses - 9C

NOTE TO READER:

The following survey

this document as they wre

The responses appear here
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Ouestion One

Do you feer that a scenario t ot some kind of outrj_ne, herpsyeu to focus your thoughts regarding any of the rottowingliterary elements: plot, theme, cháracLer or conflict?
ff so, how?

If so, why?

trYesrr Responses

1. It helps to set a basic foundation for the plav. The author
(playwright) can refer back to their (scenärió) notes to help
him/her out.

2. Yes, I find that by building a basic outline, such as the setting
characters, and plot. when I begin writing I know exactrv wñat
to write, and I cãn write with eaú and a ciear mind, not â
whole bunch of jumbled thoughts.

3. Yes, I think it does help me organtze my thoughts. It helps
because I write down iñ an outTine forni thingí about the'
setting, plot, theme, characters and conflict. 'When I write mv
piay and I am having trouble, I just look back at the outline. "

4. Yes, it helps focus on the important ideas of the structure of
your play. It helps by not writing incorrect information in
lmproper areas.

5. Yes, I believe that the scenario helped when it came to the
setting and character description, bit not when it came to the
conflict and plot.

The scenario for the setting helped to get my ideas straight so
it was then easier to write my piay.

responses have been included in
first written by the students.

in their unedited, original form"



6.
-Yes, the outline helps to focus on the literary elements. It
helped my thoughts to be clear and focused 

-on 
what I am

tryrng to say, do or get a point across.

Yes I do feel that an outline focusus my thoughts because,
when, or before I start writing, I want tô maké something up,
very creatively. Some people may not use a scenario or an
outline, but that's whaf woiks bes-t for me.

I feel that the scenario helped me to focus my thoughts
regarding the elements theme, plot, and chaåcter. "The
scenario was a thing I could look back on. When I was
confused, I felt thaf it was a better approach to writins. I
usually just wrile anything and keepþing back and cñanging
the sequence of events but it was eãsler rñith a scenario.

The scenerio helped me to an extent. I used it to sort out my
ideas,.b^ut 1vh_en i1 came to writing my play with the scenerioit
was difficult keeping the same idéas.

Yes, T_think it helps me to focus my thoughts regarding the
plo!. It makes thê plot have more sense,"and alõt morË focus.
I think this is because the scenario helps me to remember
eyerythjng I wa,s planning on writing. Ìt keeps me on track. It
_also helps my characters. Doing a brief character sketch
before 

^I þqgin hglps me to keep my character's actions, and
ways of doing things consistent. It-didn't help the theme orcoñflict. e

Yes, I do think that a scenario helps me by helping me figure
out.what my plot is going to be abòut or aiy thèm"e or coñflict.
It also helpsme to organize my work better than if I don,t use
an outline of some sort. .It,helþs to figure who my characters
are and what there role is in my writing.

A scenario helps me to decide what the setting will be and how
detailed I wanf to make it. Once the setting is"finished it is
easy to start writing the play. Ideas start flowing in my mind
rlKe an avalancne.

tr feel that a scenario helps me focus my thoughts because in an
outline/scenarlo, I can dèscribe my cháracter"s, plot, theme,
and conflict. That_way, when I'm úniting my piáy, I'have a
basic idea of what I wânt to write about.

I felt that the scenario did help me in the outline of my play. It
helped me organize my thoughts into a logical thinkin! brder
instead of a shuffled mess of thoughts. Tlie scenario hélped
me with all of the literary element-s. It helped me sort tliem
out.

Ye.s, I feel that the scenario helps me to focus my thoughts. By
writing down my ideas in plot aird character, I will alwãys havé
them there so I won't forget. During the writing process, I can

7.
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B.

9.

i0.

11.

12.

13.

1.4.

15.



then make_chqnges where I feel necessary. By creating my
characters beforehand, I can get to knowthem better,ãnci feel
more comfortable usine themin the plot. Bv writins a olot
outline, you can decide-the order in which yóu wanievénts to
occur. However, I feel that theme and conflict are two
elements which develope during the writing process. While
you write the play and get "into it", these eléments appear.

Yes, I feel that a scenario helps you focus your thoughts
regarding theme and conflict. I äo not thiírk it helpúou
regarding plot. When I was writting my play I fouñd ihat
having a general theme written down on paper was very
helpful; although, most of my scenffio wãs in my head. It was
not helpful to have the plot written out on papei. In fact it
confused rye. I kept onwanting to go back to my original plan
whgl my play was. not heading in thät direction.'Moít of riry
outline was done ir ryy head.-If somebody asked me how my
play was gging to end I would say "I don't know, haven't gottên
that far yet".
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Comments

The great najority of students (sixteen) in this class

found the scenario helpful in focusing theír thoughts.

One student stated that rrit provided a basic

foundation¡¡. Four students explained that it was

indispensable in organizing, planning and sorting out ideas

for future reference and clarity" One student found it
helpful for focusing on setting or for the initial writing
phase, whi-le two others found it particularly benefj_cia1 for
t'keepíng on trackrt regarding plot and characterization.
Both of these students did not find it helpful regarding

theme and confLict"



Respondent number sixteen, although positive in her
answer to this guestion, was somewhat hesitant regarding the
use of the scenari-o - for pIot, especially. Her plot
scenario existed largely in her head; however, she did do

considerabre planning on paper and found it advantageous.

rrNorr Responses

1,. No, I felt it did not because I couldn't put what I was thinkins
down onpaper. Iwent through the pròcess of writingth, 

-_- "
scenario but I couldn't really þut doivn what I was feãline. The
onl.y wpy to express what I wanted to write about, was to'just
write the play.

2. No I didn't feel a scenario helped me, because it was too
detailed it made me confused. I also felt I would lose mv
imagination while planning my play in such detail. J

3. ljo, I do not feel that a scgnario helped me to focus my
thoughts regarding any of the literary elements because I
already knew wh.at I-wanted to happên in my play before I
wrote my scenario. My thoughts, I felt, weré âkéady focused.
The scenario rea-lly didn't heþ me a lot. It didn't really help
me to focus my thoughts.

4. No I do not feel using a scenario herps me to focus my thoughts
and ideas. I feel this way because when I use a scenaíio I "
cannot c^þange my id.e-as. I lose much of my creativity because I
feel confined to the ideas on the paper.

5. No I felt the scenario jumbled my thoughts. It made me think
it through to carefullyand made-me think more and more until
it ruined my originalidea. I would not recomend a scenario to
most people becau_se all of us do not plan things that carefully.
I feel though that the some areas werè disreeaided or chansdd
it could help out such as losing theme. writíng rhe theme "
seemed to lose you ideas for p:lot, character anî conflict by
making a person having to aller the play to often to helo out a
good theme into it. Thê theme did énd up whar I think^ai a
waste of time- Alt-ho¡gh plot and conflict were good ides but
still I felt as though they ùere not overly needecl If I were to
disregard one it would be the plot becaúse the more and more
you think about tryilg to keep yogr original plot a person
strayed farther anil farther awãy from'iritinþ an eásy to follow
plot. Two good points about the scenario wãre that ihe conflict
and characters this did allow a person to make up characters to
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Comments

fit the conflict and the conflict did help to build the excitement
in the mind to write a successful play.

The first four students who did not find the scenari_o

helpful wrote guite good plays without a scenario.
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The first student wrote an exceptional_ play and

although she wrote a detailed scenario, did not use it for
reference while she wrote her play. she had an idea for a

pfay and therefore spent an entire weekend writing it"

Respondents two, three and four wrote excerlent plays
as well-" They too wrote scenarios, or parts, because they
felt that they had to as part of the assignment. rnitiatly,
al-l- three were held back by thinking they had to write a

meticulous outline" when they found out that it was not
necessary, they progressed quickly.

The last student cited, although he would never admit

it, would have benefitted considerably by doing some advance

plannj-ng" He tended to blame the ¡'childish" scenario for
his first ¡rfailure¡t i however, his second attempt was not any

better, and he realIy had difficulty finding a "scapegoat'r.
He was unr^¡illing to put the necessary effort into the
project, and so was not successful-.



Undecided - Ouestion One

1. I did not really write a scenario so no x did not find it helpful.
My form of scenario was 1) a character outline 2) a few iäeas
which I jotted down half wây through my play 3) talking to
people.

2. The outline on character helped my to focus my thoughts
þec.aqsg any time I had writtên soniething about a chäacter, I
had to look back and make sure that theiharacter had a
certain item. This would make sure that I had written that the
character had this item within the brackets before the
character used it. The other literary elements did not help
because I had known what was goiríg to happen in the pla!
before I had written it.
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Comments

Both students developed their o\,./n organizational models

which proved quite successful.

The second student wrote an extraordinary fantasy play
set in a mediaeval- worrd complete with dragons and archaic
English. He developed his ov/n scenario model- to accommodate

al-I of his highly-complex characters.



Ouestion Two

Do you think that it makes a difference to the quality ofvour work when you write a scenario or outline before youwrite a play?

trYesrr Responses

1. I do think it helps to use an outline because the play is more
orgaruzed.

2. Yes because by writing aq outline you can put things in proper
order, and you-do_ not make as mairy mistakes. Beõause yoü
are more clearly focused.

3. Yes, it helps ygurealize how your information is to be placed
on the piece of play writing. it helps you from start to end on
the entire story.

4. Yes, from writing a scenario my thoughts and ideas in my play
were complete and also saved me timê from not writing' '
unecessary sentences and lines.

5. I think it makes a difference in the quality of my work. It
helpe.d me grganize my thoughts and ideás aboút what I want
to write before I write it.

6. Yes, writing an outline makes a difference in my writing
because it keeps me on topic and organizes me'better; "
although, I sometimes dori't foilow ilc.e. - my play I uied mv
scenario for the characters and the therie. Thè rést of it wai
done while writing.

7. Yes, I think it does affect the quality of work when you write a
scenario or outline because yoir haie to know what you are
going to write before you write it. However, in so*ê cases it
does not affect your writing-. This occurs wtren you are going to
write.about something you have recently done;whetneút uã in
real life or when role-þlaying.

B. Yes, I do think it makes a difference because from some of my
past writi1rgs.llve done I didn't use an outline of any sort and i
didn't really like my writing. But this time I used oíe and I
think that my quqlrty of work is a lot better than usual, an
outline or scenario helps out a lot better than not usinþ one.

9. Yes, it does make a difference in the quality when you write an
outline. The outline makes you braindtorm and reály think
before you write.

10. x feel that when you use a scenario before you begin writine.
your rough draft is much more organized, änd thãevents fãll
into o¡der much more easily. yorl find yourself making fewer
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changes, and fewer mistakes. You don't keep starting over
again, and trying to find ways to end your pláy.

Yes I do feel that writing a scenario affects the quality of the
play i4 a negative way. I think that when you arê coniîned to
your ideas previously on paper you tend tô twist your words
around the. ideas. i.e. you forceyour words to fit the ideas, all
otherides/options_in íhe_ play y<iu tend to unconsciously tÉrow
away because you have the outline.

1.1,.
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Comments

Coincidentally, the class was split on this question,

with el-even positive and eleven negative responses.

Ten of the students bel_ieve that the scenario has a

positive effect on the quality of student play writing in
that it herps to create a more organized, more focused^ and

ordered rrplacementrr of events from start to finish. one

student referred to the scenario as a ttti_me saverr, while
another believed that it assisted her by keeping her on

topic, and that it organized her in character and theme

development "

One student fel-t that her rough draft
organized, and that events feLl into order

fel-t that she made fewer changes and fewer

the ending was easier to conceive.

Respondent number eight summarized the majority of the

students by saying: ¡¡. T think that my quality of work

was more

more easily" She

errors, and that



is al-ot better than usual¡ âD out,line or scenario helps out

a l-ot better than not using one.r,

The final positive citation was wrítten by a student

who felt that the scenario made a difference to the quality
of the writing, !¡but in a negative waytu. Because of the

wording, her response was praced in this section; however,

negative citations dearing with the same concept r¡ill be

discussed in the next section. Her major point is well
expressed in that with a strictly detaired scenario there is
the tendency ¡rto twist your words around the (original)
ideas"rr Nehr ¡'ideas/options in the pfay you tend to
unconsciously throw ahray because you have the outline.rt
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rrNorr Responses

L No, becagse if,you ktlo* what you want to write about, you just
write. I don't like to be too orÀanized or mv plav won'tîow
smoothly, and my quality of wõrk won't reaóti itípotential.

2. No, because if it is up there in your head and you know what
ypu are going to do. 

-Why 
writé in an outlineÍ Just write your

play.

3. lig,,I don't think it matters when you write a scenario, there I
think would be no difference at ail. The harder you think, the
ryole thoughts you'll have and I think the more íhoughts, then
the better (for the play). So I don't think ir will make a
difference to the quantity of your work.

4. No,_becagse I still do a final draft. It may, however, make the
quality of my rough draft better.

5. No I don't feel it makes a difference to the quality of my work.
It really depends on the writer; but for me I Tound it slows me
dow and makes writing less enjoying; and writing should be
enjoying.

6. This question really depends on the person. For me it did not.



'When I write, I never use a scenario. I think about mv ideas
and they come right out on paper. I tried writing a scónario,
but it did not help me; it did n-ot affect the quahly of my *oik.

No, I do not think that it makes a differen_cq to the quality of
my work when I write a scenario because I felt this dlav I wrote
was the same quality as other things I have written without
usmg scenanos.

Writing a scenario b_efore writing a play did not help me very
much. I found that I spent too much tiine tryine to ihink of '
thing.s for my scenario-and helping other peóplãthan writing
my play.

I don't believe that a scenario/outline has an effect on the
quality of your play. Many people are spontaneous and write
very good plays without outlinei/scenario.

No, because most peopledo not like to have things quite as
planned out as what was forced upon us. I feel thãt iT all the
questions that were given to us wère a little more vazue and
did not make us think about our original idea so muõh that it
ruined the idea. This got a person fñ-rstrated and angry that
.they cgul-d^not rwi.te qùite aô goo_d of an idea as they"oíiginâtty
had. So I feel as thouþh the quality of the work wai uncïangéd
if not hampered a littlé by thii sceñario.

No,_I do not think it makes a difference in the quality of your
work when you write a scenario before you write a piav. i feel
(and did) that the next line of your playcomes the miríute you
a1e writing. it, pnd that the scenarioïas no effect on the qrlâHty,
of any kind, of creative writing.

1.
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8.

9.

10.

11..

Comments

Five students beli-eve that if you have an idea or if
you know what to do then just do it: just write your pfay.
If the writer is too org'anized then the ideas wonrt nfl-o!,/rr.

Furthermore, they belj-eve that people are spontaneous and

don't need an outline or scenarj_o; thoughts are of the
g'reatest importance, so just ¡tthink and the ideas come out

on paperr¡ 
"



One person further explaíned that the scenario sl_owed

her down and thus stifled her enjoyment" Another student

strongly declared that the scenario was frustrating and that
it rthamperedr! the creativity.

one student did admit that it assisted in the first
draft, but not in the final draft"
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In closÍng, the final remark reiterated the essentÍa1

idea commonly hel-d by this group 3

rrI feel that the next line of your play comes the

mi-nute you are writing it, and that the scenario has no

effect on the guality, of any kind, of creative writing. "

Undecided - Ouestion Two

Yes, and No. Itïelps in the way that you keep the personality
and attitude of the õharacters complete. But îhe at^titude and
mood should come generally, natuially while your writing,
because your attitudes may'change wliile you are deep in
thought ór as other ideas, ând chãnges aré made in tlie play.

Comments

The student who r¡¡rote this response has experienced

several- problems in her writing this year" The preparatory

work that she did in terms of outLining had a positive



effect on the guality
focused script"
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of her play; she wrote an interesti_ng,



Question Three

After you have written a scenario, do you find that you
change it as you write the play?

& ¿ &

ff so, where do you tend to make your changes?

To what extent do you make changes?

& & ú

rf not, why do you feel that you do not make any changes?

rrYesrt Resþonses
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1.. Iq., I ended_up changing many parts of my scenario. Basically,
I changed a deicriptiõn õf a chãiacter, adcíed a character and''
sometimes changed the setting

) Yes, a bit.

Characters and plot change. The changes are not drastic, but
they polish up the play.

If there are too many changes you may disorient yourself and
become confused.

After I wrote the scenario and began writins mv plav I found I
did!'t m.ake changes till rhe end oT the playith<í ionólusion. I
made minor changes to the ending.

In the names of the characters and the basic setting.

J 
ju.st change characters names around. Also after the setting

by having the story take place in a different part of a city. I "
also offer more of an explanation of why the character is where
he/she is.

In some essance I change it. But just because a new attitude,
or outlook has changed, for me looking at my play. I tend to
make my changes with personality of tñe charåctérs. When
you write a scenario it is easy to think of characters but when
you re,ad it over_in the play sometimes you can think of better
attitudes for different situâtions.

3.

4.

5.

6. Yeg, I. changed my scenario quite a bit - although I kept the
main idea. The characters, tñeir roles, and the-scenes were
changed., Everytime I worked on my play I made a change
nere, or tnere.



7. Yes, after I have written a scenario, I find that I change it as I
v4it" 1!e play. I found myself making minor changes-in the
plot. Howevêr, I always see_m to mak"e-changes wñen re-writing
ã play/story because l-am always getting nerí ideas, and always"
want to lmprove my wntlng.

Yes I do change my mental outline as I write my play. I
visualize the sõeneé and actions as I write, and ii i díscover a
better turn for the play I definitþ wil] use it. I will make my
changes-thr.oughout-the whole play. I will even change my
entire plot if needed.

When I have written a scenario I do tend to change it. I tend to
change it where most of the action is taking place. When I
change my scenario I don't change it too muèh or it will ruin
the story.

Yes, I 91-d_.Þ.u-"g" my_sçenario. I changed the ending of my
play. All I did was add more on to ma-ke it longer. -

Yes, I changed what I wrote. I made my changes in my
characters, þlot and some setting. I maäe my õharactdrs
change after I finished my play. -My 

setting, i changed slightly
to mãke it clearer where itïa-s set in. Mvîlot I chänsed" 

J

slightly from my scenario because I didn'i like the *aí I hud
written it down so I just changed it and wrote in a different
direction.

Although I try ngl to, I do tend to clange the actions of my
characte_rs. But if, after re-reading, I notice these changes are
too.much, then l_re-write the play. The changes aren'tlery
noticeable, usually.

After I have written a scenario, I found that I did change it as I
wrote the play. I tended to make chanses basicallv in ihe
s_equence in wtricn events took place. ihese changes weren't to
drastic.

Yes, after I have written a play I change it. Most of my
changes are made in the pl^ot 

-Thjs 
is ãomething out oi my

journalwhich proves thaf point; "I found myseliwriting
something d_own and thenl would change riy mind anã scratch
out the whole scene. Then I would start all óver again".

As I said in number one I use a character outline. Although it
is not a scenario I did change it as I went along. In fact I *
cþange9,my whole pl,ay. The second time around writing my
play I did not use a character outline. I chose to discuss my
play with a playwrite. This helped me much more then either
9f try previous ideas. So I did change my scenario a great deal.
I changed my format and my ideas. -

I did not use the scenario_method, instead I wrote a short story.
In my short story I found I shortened it and made many

99

9.

i0.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

1,6.



changes when writing the play. I found if I included all the
information that wasinmy short st-ory into my play, the play
dragged out and would become uninteresting. Ï aÍso rari inio
the problem of only having one person in a scene so I would
have to fill that gap by adding someone else in.

Comments

100

A significant majority made changes in their original
planning. Most respondents (thirteen) indicated that the

changes r¡rere minor and served only to aid in clarity, in
plot sequence or in character behavior:

rr. things change (naturally) when you start
writing"t¡

"Everytime I worked on my play f made a change

ItI always seem to make changes when re-writing
because f am always getting neh/ ideas . tr

one student was rather conservative and refused to ruin
his play by making any changes beyond setting.

Another student, \uho had adapted a short story into a

one-act play, üras forced to make severaL changes. She

deleted a great deal of information that did not seem to fit
the adaptation"



one student indicated that she would rreven chang.e my

entire plot if needed".

Another student did: r'In fact I changed my whole

pf aytt "

1_01_

ItNorr Responses

1.

2.

I 9jd. not make an_y changes because I felt that my first idea
didn't need any aliering.-

Nq, I didn't make any changes because I felt that what I had
written on my scenarjo was-good enough for my writing.

lYo, I don't find that I change the scenario because I feel that
the writer should stick with-what he or she had orisinallv
start-ed. 4!o, if you know what you are going to wiite bêfore-
hand, and if you like what you aie writing, yo-u should never
have to change your originâlly planned oîtiine.

No, I found I actually made only one change, which was an
incorrect character 6ehavior. óther than ihát it was not
changed throughout the writing of the play.

I dol't. change.my play from my outline because I think very
hard about writing my scenarid and write down my exact idêas
of my play.

3.

4.

5.

Comments

The five students argued that because they had put a

great deal of effort and thought into the initial planning,
it was not necessary to change anything. Rather those

students careful-ly developed their original outl_i_nes into
well--written first drafts"



Except for the student who wrote the fifth response,

each student completed a final- draft"

All of these students tried hard to make their
scenarios work for them and they v¡ere successfur. They

developed excellent scenarios, and very good plays.

1,02

Undecided - Ouestion Three

7. I totally disregarded the scenario after once ruing a successful
idea. It wa-s tho-ugh I feel originally fur-y not soñrething that
had to be thoughlout so muclh but my original idea was"broken
down so much from what I feel as thriughfas an over all
childish scenario. I made this statemen-t because I feel as
though the younger grades such as 6-8 could have used it to
develop their ide.as but at our age I feel as though it hindered
some because it is easier to writé a first draft thén go through it
and change it.

I wqote the majority of my scenario after I wrote my play so I
couldn't really have changed an¡hing. Because ofiliis, I feel
that I have failed in the purposei of th--e assignment.

Comments

Both of these students did not put much thought or
effort into the pre-writing or writing phases of this
proj ect 

"

student, number two best describes the results of the
proj ect ( for both of thern) when he states, r' . I f eel_

that I have failed in the purpose of the assiqnmentil.



Ouestion Four

Do you think that writing something other than a scenario is
more helpful?

Describe what works best for you.

rrYesrr Responses

1_03

1,. I don't believe that the scenario helped me with the plot and
conflict by writing down the descriptions and details'of my
characters and selting in a "point fôrm" style helped me
orgaruze my thoughtsl -

2. I tend to use a web format. I prefer it because when I look
back,on qywitilg I know exãctly wlat stage I am at writing
my play. I don't forget importanf points orþhases.

-t. Yes I used the method of short storv. I felt this was useful
because it helped me orsaniã buîiet I could ler mv
imagination run wild wilh out ihe stiffness and detaíl of a
scenario.

I think that writing a general theme and conflict is helpful. It
keeps your play from falling apart,yet lets you write whatever
you want creatively.(not holding you down because of the
scenario you wrote before.

As I said before, I have 3 ways in which I prefer to write: 1)
character outline, 2) writing äown a few iäeas, 3) discussing my
idea with other people.

The most helpful was number 3. Doing this brought my ideas
into focus. 

a

What works best for me is the rieht enviroment and
inspiration. Not a planning guidé for how to write a play.

Yes I think that using other than a scenario is more helpful. I
feel that having all yõur ideas on paper confines you toihose
thoughts. I much prefer to not usè án outline at áll. I eive
myself a basic ide.á and keep it in my head. From therõ I just
thjr\ of scenes, visualize thèm and únite them down. Thi"s way
I feel very free to let my imagination mold my play.

I think that @ works better than writing on
paper because I don't write enough to keep up with the
changes in my mind.

Like I said in number two, if you know what you are going to
say, just write it. The thing tliat works best fór me is io just
write.

4.

5.

6.

1.

B.

9.



10. Yes, I=just slart writing the first thing that comes to mind. If it
doesn't work out, just scratch it out.-Don't worry about it.

Comments

Even though these students did not feel that the
scenario was heIpful, what they described (in most cases)

v/as an outlÍne of sorts.

ro4

One student used the term ttpoint form styler, another
ttwriting of general theme and conflictt! and one other a

rrshort storylr. All of these methods serve as an

organizational or outlining rnethod"

Three others suggested mental planníng - knowing it. in
your mind; Itif you know, then do itr.

'rI just start writing" Donrt worry about it. "

ItNorr Responses

1. No, I have never used an outline before and after writing the
scenario for the play I found that it is easier and more
organized. I will continue to use some type of outline.

No, writing a short outline (scenario) works best for me. An
outline gives me some ideas, and organizes my thoughts.

No, I found that the scenario worked well for me, and I found
myse$ much more organtzed; although, I didn't follow it
completely.

When I write, I usually only use a scenario because it is much
easier to use and also much easier to understand.

2.

3-

4.



5. No, I do not think that writing something other than a scenario
is more- help{ql because I havên't really lried any other
methods besides this scenario.

The scenario did work the best for me even thoush the final
product was not a good quality. The scenario helþed me to
overcome the first and hardest obstacle in writing a play i.e.
thinking of an idea.

py qriting abasic.outline describing-characters and the setting
I find it much easier to write a story knowing ahead of time
what the character looks and talks like, wheTe s/he lives and
why they live there.

I used both a scenerio and a home made outline. I iust tisted
the sequence of events for my play in numerical order.

ftg1rgh the scenario did help in some ways, I think that an
outline should only include the characters and their
descriptions along with the plot. However, if you are basing
your play on something you have already doné, I think that-
only the characters and their descriptioris are needed. If the
p.lay 

is. not on som-ething you_have clone (experienced), the plot
should cover the theme, conflict and setting

The idea of what works best for me is to write a scenario, then
a story line, and then a play from the story.

I think that writing a scenario works best for me because it
helped me a lot on writing my pl?y. It helped organize my
thoughts out better than not writing a scenario. -

l_05

7.

9.

10.

11.

12. Nq, 1þr sce,nario worked very well for me. I wrote my play
quickly and made few mistakes because of it.

Comments

The general consensus of this group was that j_t was

very helpful and the only way to go. Most citations
indicated that the scenario was particularly helpful for
character development and sequence of events.



One student indicated that he did not think that
writing something other than a scenario is more helpful
because he had not really tried any other methods.

one student used the scenario and her own 'home maderl

outl-ine. Her ¡lhome mader¡ outline was rea1ly an extension of
the model- "

l-06

one student indicated that she wourd continue to use

this strategy in the future.

Undecided - Ouestion Four

For stories I sometimes use a ro.ugh outline. I'm not exactly
sure (what.wg¡k¡þ.est for a play).-Using the scenario, I was
successful in finishing my pläy,-iVh.! raíiting stories,'I
sometimes just want to wrìte down what popl into my head.

Comments

This student did

His scenario was not

model, however he was

version.

use a variation of the

as complete or detailed
successful in using his

scenario model-.

as the assigned

modified



Ouestion Five

Reflecting on
pfay.

How does your

rrYeslr Responses

your writ,ing is important while writj_ng a

journal assist you in this regard?

LO7

1. My journal keeps me up to date with what has to be done in
whatever class, and helþs me remeber important points that I
can use in the play.

2. My journal assisted me by, when I wrote and I looked back I
could understand more a-bout 1ny play than I really knew. It
also gave me more thoughts - deeþ tñoughts - on Éow I could
lmprove.

3. þoking back at my journal helps \eep my last "work day" ideas
tbcused on where to continue oh. It helps thing of wherä to
start on from and what ideas have yet to be staled.

4 The journal assisted me in telling me what I did the day before,
and helping me continue from w-here I had left off.

5. The journal doeshelp you to keep on task because when it
comes time to-write ínit and youïon,t have anything to say
you probably didn't do very niuch work that class. Tïe jouinal
also. helps you to remembér what you did last class withbut
þaving to read your whole play. This really helps if you have a
long play.

6. My journal assisted me in this regard bv helpine me keep on
task and mak17 .syre my pfay getsãone ón tirire."If I did rìothing
during class, I'd have ñdttrinf to write in my journal. This a

would remind me next class that I need to wórk harder.

7. Writing ajournal helps me to see my mistakes, and also my
"stupid" ideas. It reminded me whai I was doiág the previóus
day and how I could fix my play.

B. The journal helps to orgarize your play better and think about
your.writing. It then helps to þlan the 

-exact 
wording of the play

at a later date.

9. A journal assists me by keeping track of my thoughts the day
before. If I have a próblem wilh ttre play, Í can eä over the'
routes I took yester-day and try to find néw optioîs so I can
finish.my play. Also-i[ is a pþce to jot downtmall things that I
would add into my play or èdit from my play.

10. Writing a journal helps^ m-e out more with my writing to help
me write down what I feel and to orgarttze my thoug"hts better.



11. The journal assists or helps by clearly stating the information I
completed in that particular ðlass ontime. lt assists me by
helping me remember the idea, things, done in a previous'class.
Things I noted as important in my ioi¡rnal are tim^es - if I
worked faster and lo-ng in the morning or afternoon, and
moods - if I was happy or mad.

Writing a journal was extremely helpful. It kept vour creative
mind in motion. Later,when ló.oking back at yoúr journal, you
can evaluate the processes which yoù went through.

My jorÌrnal gave me a chance to reflect on my work and it gave
me a chance to see how much I had accomplished.

A journal^records how you feel and what you think about the
pr_ocess of your play. That way you can lciok back on your
mlormatlon.

My journal assisted_me by keeping track of my thoughts. If I
ran.into a pr-oblem I could go fo my journal tó look ior other
options or where I went wrong. My journal was a place I could
jot.down things-that would oriould help me in the future
wrrtlng ot my play.

My journal helped me to keep a record on how much I
achieved each day. It was a h-elp to me because I found that If
I wrote too much in one day, wlìen I read it over the next, I
didn't like it. It helped me keep a pace and stick to it so Í
wouldn't have to wôrk twice as harä.

Since I don't like sharing my work with others until it is
finished, I found myseif wriiing what I would be savins to
others, in my journâI. Usually-I iust sit and think ahdieflect on
my writing, instead of keepinþ alournal. I found myself doing
this also.

I feel the most successful part of this unit was the iournal
though. It alowed m_e thoirg! to talk to myself and to critize or
praise my progress. It helped me organizé my thoughts to an
extent so that I could still write a suctessful piav. I would
highly reccomend a journal to be included in this unit because
it helped out lots of people.

$V jggl"al helped me_sort out my feeling_s roward playwriring.
I could be as frãnk as I wanted tobe and-I could iult lêt
everything just come out without critisim. One line that I still
wonder about is "When ever somebody reads it they say, ,Wow,
did you write that?'and sometimes I wonder myseli.',

lhe joullal that_ Çay open-ed up- a box of feelings and thoughts
that I will probably never be a6le to close.

t2.

l_08

13.

14.

15.

1,6.

17.

18.

19.



Comments

Perhaps the most surprising (and pleasant) result of
the student survey was 9c's response to euestion Five.
Twenty out of twenty-three students responded positively to
the question, whereas eleven out of twenty-two (50å) did so

in the other class.

109

Most

and found

on an obvious l-evel-, students stated that the j ournal
assisted them in remembering previous dayrs work, and in
keeping them on task and up-to-date. students felt that it
provided them with a daily record; this established
continuity and made it easier for them to think and to
organize their p1ays. The journal also assisted them in
their self-editing it helped some of them see their
errors; as we1I, it assisted them in the sorting out of
their thoughts and feelings"

of the

it to

students in 9C enjoyed using the journal

be quite beneficiaL"

on a more sophisticated l-evel, three students exprained

that the journal helped them to reflect on their progress,

on their creativity, and on the whole process of writing
their p1ays"



one student used the journal much the same way that
many students used their partners or small groups - to share

ideas and thoughts. Her journal became a sirent partner;
there is a certain sense of security in this type of
collaboration

110

rrI found myself writing what I would be saying to
others, in ny j ournal . ¡'

In closing, the student who up until nov¡, could find
nothing good to say about the scenario phase, did have some

positive comments about the use of the journal.

He was particularly generous when he commented, rrf feel
the most successful part of the unit was the journal
r woul-d highly reccomend a journal to be included in this
unit because it helped lots of people. "

ttNort Responses

1. I didn't think my journal helped me at all. I never really knew
what to-write_in it, because ii felt weird keeping a recorä of
what.I did, taking the time to write down someïhing that I
could remember perfectly.

My journal didn't assist me at all because I didn't use it.2.



Comments

The first student is a talented writer who succeeded in

writing one of the best plays and (ironically) one of the

more complete and informative journals"

111

The second student did not complete his play or keep a

journal" He did not receive a passing grade"

Undecided - Ouestion Five

When it came to writing my play, my journal did not help me,
but I believe it would've if my play was more complex. The
journal would help me remember ideas and thoughts I had for
writing the play (therefore originize my thoughts).

Comments

This student should have kept a journaJ- despite the

fact that it was not a long or a compJ-ex pfay. She is an

excelLent writer, but tends to waste cLass tirne and not

finish assiginments on time" She did not complete her first
draft; rather, she submitted a poorly-done final draft a

day late"



EmerqinrPatterns

The following is a general díscussion of the

obvious patterns emerging from the responses to the

Student Survey"

II2

Each guestion will be discussed ín turn.
Generalizations developing from each question will
apply to 9A and 9C as a combined group"

1" Do you feel that a scenario, or some kind of
outline, helps you to focus your thoughts
regarding any of the following literary elements:
pIot, theme, character or conflict?
ff so, how?

If so, why?

Yes
No
Undecided

Students generally need a scenario or some type of

outline to fol-low" The students who said they did not,

talked about outlines in their minds, or organizing and

planning their thoughts in their heads and not on

paper" This too is an application of the scenarj_o;

9A

I4
06
o2
22

9C

L6
05
o2
23



perhaps not as conmon, but still a valid organizational

tool "

Students viho were largely undecided or uncertain

tended to use some sort of organizatj-onal tool- that
they had worked out for themselves" In some cases they

used ¡¡watered dov/nrr versions of the scenario model that
had been provided for them.

l_1_3

Then there $¡ere those who ttjust r¡¡rotett without any

initial planni-ng or consideration. However, they did
plan as they wrote" The few students who could not

seem to integrate the scenario j-nto the pre-writing
phase used ¡rmargin notesr¡; i"e. they jotted down i-deas,

reminders and any other miscellaneous items, in the

margins" This method worked best for those who just

wanted to get on with it. It also alleviated their
guilt for not doing a detailed, wel-l-considered

scenario "

Scenarios should be integrated into an rrideal

playwriting unitrr, but students who wish to modify the

model that they are given, shoul-d be al-lowed the

flexibility to do so. Students who chose not to do any

sort of scenario shoul-d be reguired to write a

rat.ionale in defence of their decision, along with the



description of the organizational methods that worked

for them.

2.

1,1,4

Do you
crualitv
outline before you write a play?

think that it. makes a difference to the
of vour work when

Yes
No
Undecided

Although the students in 9C were split regarding

this guestion, the negative respondents indicated that
they stilt had used some sort of organizational device.

you write a scenarj-o

9A

t_5
06
01
22

Those who argued about spontaneity and the need to
express one's self freely wíthout controls and so on,

still did do some advanced planning" The seven

students who argued in this vein al-l used rather
sophisticated organizational tools, but not necessarily

those suggested for this project.

9C

t- t-
11
01
23

or

the four students who felt that the scenario

killed their enthusiasm, and who were therefore
frustrated and anqry as a result, !,/ere students who did

not understand the intent of the scenario" They were



clearly told right from the beginning of the project
that they hrere not required to use it in the writing of

the p1ay" They were to try it - they T^iere to give it a

good, honest effort. However, if it just was not

helping Èhem, they could rnodify it in any way to suit
their needs, but were to be prepared to defend their
decision and to subrnit what did work" Unfortunately,

some students submitted meaningless scenarios that had

no bearing whatsoever on their plays simply to get rta

markrr. This, of course, defeats the entire purpose of

the scenario"

11_5

a After you have written a scenario, do you find
that you change it as you write the play?

ú & &

If so, where do you tend to make your changes?

To what extent do you make changes?

ú ú &

If not, why do you feel that you do not make any
changes?

Yes
No
Undecided

9A

l_5
03
o4
22

9C

T6
05
o2
23



ft is virtually impossible to write anything

without changing something" Even though eight students

replied that they did not change the scenario as they

wrote the pIay, they had made minor changes that they

were noÈ including in the survey response. However,

because of the nature and wording of their responses

they had to be categorized as ¡¡norr responses. The six
who were categorized as ¡tundecidedrr all talked about

having made some changes somewhere.

]-L6

The

changes

citations indicated

Plot alteratj-ons largely involved changes in
sequence of events, or in the nature or type of events.

Character changes involved name changes, minor

personality or mood changes, and in some instances,

role changes"

were J-argely in plot
a definite pattern: the

and characterizatíon.

Those who had well-planned scenarios (either on

paper or in their heads), tended to make fewer major

changes" Their initial planning was so focused

'¡crystal clearr¡ - that major changes were not even

considered"



Scenarios, or any kind of outline, are never rrcut

in stone¡¡" Student writers must be cognizant of this
fact.

LL7

4" Do you think that writing something other than a
scenario is more helpful?

Describe what works best for you.

Yes
No
Undecided

This is defÍnitely a pivotal concept in the entire
questj-on of the use of a scenario, and rel-ates back to
the fundamental- question: What exactly is a

rfscenariorr? A scenario, for the purpose of this unit,
was described to the students as rtan outline or

synopsis of the plot of a drama . rr. The word

¡rsynopsisrr is described in Webster,s New WorId

Dictionary as a ¡rg'eneral reviewrr, a |tcondensationrt and.

a rfsummaryrr" Students who chose to |twebrr, draft ttflow

charts¡r, summarize r¡short storiestr, list character

descriptors, etc", were creating their own rrsummariestt

their own ¡¡condensatj-onsr¡, their own Itsynopsesrt, their
own outlines - their ohin personal scenarios. Simpl-y

9A

08
l-3
ol_
22

oô

10
I2
o1
23



because they did not follow the suggested model, is not

to say that they did not use a scenarioi they merely

created their ov/n.

1_1_8

The ¡rundecidedrr students sirnply did not feel that
they had the experience to make a judgement"

Essentially they all did some type of outlining.
Some $rere simply more detailed and in keeping with the

suggested model. .A,l-so, the majority hrere on paper"

5. Reflectinq on your writing is important whil-e
writing a play"

How does your journal assist you in this regard?

Yes
No
Undecided

The greatest surprise of the study (and certainly
a departure from the major hypothesis) is the concept

of the journal and its role in the process of writing"

9A

1l_
o7
o4
22

Initially, the journal was designed as an

organizatj-onal tool-; a tool designed to provide quick

9C

20
o2
ot-
23



reference and to make the v¡riting process easier and

more efficient" As time rarent on, however, the journal

became increasingly more important,: it became not only

a place to store inforrnation, but also a place to |tsort

out¡¡ feelings and thoughts; a place to reflect on, and

consider the process involved in writing a p1ay"

1l_9

To some, it became guite personal" To these

people, writing a journal entry was not a chore it
hras a pleasure"

The seven students in 9A who did not feel it
assisted them were students who had extremely clear

ideas for their plays and who aLso did not use the

suggested scenario modelr or students who used the

journal merely as an orqanizational tool-.

Of the two students in 9C who also fel-t this wây,

one did not use the journal at all" The other student

wrote exceptional journal entries, but admitted that it
v/as of litt1e or no value in the actual writing of the

play"

Journals, when used in a non-threatening, non-

judgemental way, can be extraordinarily beneficial

almost indispensable in writing a play.



il
Research Ouestion one

"Do students feel that scenarios help them'think about their story' and 'think
the problem through'?"

L20

The underlined guestion deals with the student

perspective; the perspective being examined in this
study" It is important, though, to consider the

teacher's perspective regarding this concept because

the two could be quite different"

Generall-y students do feel that scenarios help

them "think about their story", especially if it is a

completely fictitíous one, and one not based on their
own experÍence or on something that they have seen or

read. Those who disagreed either had a clear mental

outline or picture, or just sat down and wrote.

On the other hand, there \¡/ere those students who

saw the playwriting assignment much the same r,,¡ay as a

scientist or mathematician would see a |tproblemtr. They

began to ¡tthink the problem through analytically and

Iogical1y - using a detailed, focused scenario that

became an extremely valuable tool during the writing
period" These students were al¡¡are of this fact and

said so in theír survey responses.



From a teacher's perspective, scenarios do help

students a great deal, and should always be used in
this type of assignment. Suggestions regarding

structure and design of the scenario will be discussed

later in Chapter Six"

L2L

Students who are adamant about not incorporating

scenario should be asked to defend their opinion

formally, either oralIy or in writing. They should

also be required to provide a valid description of

their orqanizational methods"

Research Ouestion Two

"Do students feel that it makes a difference to the quality of their writing
when they develop a scenario before they begin writing a play?"

Most students who followed the scenario model felt
that it had a positive effect on the quality of their
writing" Only one student stated that she fel-t that it
had a ¡rnegative effectrt on the qualíty of the work"

This student had written one play earl-ier during the

year and had been quite successful r¿ithout using a

scenario" Her ptay, though, v/as an adaptation of a

short story that she had written, and much of her

planning had been done prior to beginning the story"



lühen she v¡as reguired to begin thís project, she

immediately had concerns about the scenario simply

because it was foreign to her" She did attempt a

scenario, but had numerous problems developing and

applying it"

t22

The other twenty-five students who responded

positively to this guestion v/ere unanimous in their

praise of the scenario. Two students compared their

plays to past writing they had done where they had not

used a scenario. They were convinced that their work

this time was superior, because of the scenario. one

student, who rejected the scenario right from the

beginning, stated that she should have used one because

her play was realIy not that good"

Many students who wrote ¡tllorr responses to this

question had not fol-l-owed the scenario model

completely" Students who had followed it, but who

ultimately were forced to reject it, criticized it for

being a time-waster, a ¡rhindrancerr and a frustration.

One student did concede that it may have made the first

draft bet.ter. For some, if they had put more effort

into developing a good workable scenario, they would

undoubtedly have found that it improved their work"
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Research Ouestion Three

"Do students develop their own unique methods of writing?"

Eighteen students involved in the study felt that
other (organizational) methods, rather than the

scenario, r,rere more helpfuI"

The following Ís a list of the methods that were

mentioned by the respondents:

1- " Point-forrn Style (brainstorming)

2" Webbing

3 " Short Story

4 " General Written Descriptions

5" Character Outlines/Lists
6" Place (Setting) Lists

7 " Discussion/Collaboratíon

8" Menta1 Outlining/Mental fmages

9 Spontaneous Vüriting (with 1ittle advanced

planning)

These are al-l- valid organizational strategies, but

if used incorrectly can be most ineffective" In an

trideal¡¡ playwriting unit, students would be encouraged

to identify the method with which they feel most

comfortable, and with assistance from the teacher, they

would expand and develop it to accommodate their ideas"



Students must be focused in their thinking, and must be

organized in their strategies in order to write a

successful play.

L24
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The following is a reaction to major issues rai-sed

by o'FarreÌl in the abstract which precedes his actual
report" rn the abstract, o'Farrelr summarizes some

fundamental concerns which motivated the initial study.

125

"Students would be advised to acquire experience in acting and theatre
production."

Reaction

rn having this type of experience, students would

find it easier to visualize the pray as a plav, not as

a story" Most students have written severa] stories by

the time they reach grade nine, but often have never
written a play. Exposing thein to the craft of acting
through creative drama is highly rnotivationa] and

beneficial" Having them involved in minor and major
theatrical productions throughout the year in extremery
helpful in the execution of a successful play.

"Students would also be encouraged to see, read and discuss a wide variety of
plays."



Reaction

Most students at the grade nine level have watched

dozens of movies and hundreds of television shows.

Unfortunately, most have seen no more than two live
theatre performances" Thus, it is important for these

students not only to read and discuss a varl-ety of
plays in an academic environment, but it is even more

important for them to see at least one theatre
performance before beginning a playwriting unit.
Students j-nvolved in this study did not have this
opportunity" If they had had such an opportunity, some

of them perhaps would have been more motivated to write
a better scenario" Perhaps too, they would have had a

clearer understanding of the importance of composing a

detailed scenario before beginning to write the actual
play"

1,26

"The course would be centered on the students' own writing experience."

Reaction

This is an absolute must. A writing course or

unit is successful- when the students feel that they are

successful and that they have learned something.

TndivÍdual needs must be met; this is best done through



sharing, discussion, and reflection - the three major

components of an effective writinq course"

". . . students would be encouraged to develop individual approaches to
writing."

427

Reaction

This concept was most obvious in
responses to question four" Students

helped by the scenario must be given

assistance in their initial planning,

writing longer plays. These students

encouraged to think independently as

way to write!

"The preparation of a scenario and character description would generally
precede the writing of dialogue but flexibility would be encouraged here,
also."

the student

who were not

addi-tional

especially in

must be

there i s nô ri oht-

Reaction

Again, âs stated earl-ier in the chapter, a word of

caution is necessary. The "flexibi1ity" should extend

onlv to students who have a definite idea. and who are

able to articulate it clearlv and completel-v"



Otherwise there is the tendency among some students to
do the least amount of work" Accountability must be

built in to all preparatory models that the students

incorporate "
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"Rewriting 
-scenes qr entir-eplays would be regarded as a natural part of the

process and not a sign of failure."

Reaction

Vüriting is messy, and good writing is hard work.

Students must be encouraged to settle for the best at
all times. To achieve superior guality, revisi_ons are

a necessary part of the writing process, and students

must appreciate this"

"The teacher would be responsible for creating a positive, non-judgemental
atmosphere in the classroom and for promoting the students individual
creativity."

The role of the teacher is constantJ_y changing and

developing in this type of learning/wriLíng

environment. No longer is the teacher seen as the
¡tknow-it-al1¡¡; rather, s/he is seen as the facj-litator,
the arbitrator, the coordinator, the rnotivator and most

importantly, the learner"



Together, students and teacher begin to
collaborate, discuss, analyze and create. Thus,

together they create a rrpositive, non-judgmental

atmosphererr; a setting wherein everyone can be

successful "
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The concept of the changing role of the teacher is
further advanced in current educational- literature that
promot,es irnproving and extending student thinking. For

example in Teaching for thinking. theories strateqies
and activíties for the classroom (Raths et âf, 1986),

the authors state on page 1-65: rrWhere opportunities
for thinking are provided, where there is acceptance

and discussion of students ideas, where students are

supported and Iiked, thinking is encouraged. In the

t,eachers' interaction with students, there is an

absence of authoritarl-anism, an encouraging of students

to think more deeply, to reflect on their j_deas, to
consider alternatives. There is a prizing of students

and their ideas " 
rl



ry Imolications of the Research

The following is a sunmary of the major points

expressed by Professor O'Farrell in Chapter III

Question Five ("Should the student write a scenario

before beginning to write the dialogue?tt) - under the

sub-heading: trlmplications for the School Programrr.

(p" 8e)
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l-" rr. students should be encouraged to write
scenarios before beginning to write dialogue, at
least some of the time"

2"

3"

¡rThe nature of the required scenario can
a loose plan to a detailed treatment of
rr. knowing the basíc structure and direction
of the píece is strongly recommended.It

rr. the scenario (is) a useful but flexible
guide and (is not) " written in stone. "
rr. from time to time, students should be
encouraged to begin writ.ing wi-thout concern for
the ultimate outcome. rl

rrThe use (or non-use) of a scenario ís evidently a
very personal matter" rl

rf . teachers shoul-d help each student identífy
an approach which works weIl for hj-m or her.tt
¡¡. each writer may prefer to use different
approaches when working on different plays.

4"

5"

6.

7.

8.

o ¡¡The search for individual ways of working should
be encouraged by the school prog:ram " 

rl

vary from
the plot. tt



The preceding are entirely in keeping with the

results of the study and in agreement with the opinions

of this researcher"
ú & & ¿ ¿ &

1_3 l_

The scenario shoul-d be viewed as a ttmap or guid.ett,

not as a rigid, unalterable pIan. It should be al-l-owed

to change wherever and whenever possible, and it should

be able to accommodate the writing styles of al-l of the

students in the cIass"



Chapter Six

Refïectíons on the Research

Despite the fact that this study involved a

relatively smalI sample of students, the results are in
keeping with the major conclusions as presented by

O'Farrell in his research report.

1,32

The fol-lowing excerpts, from the report, represent

a brief summary and concur wj-th the resul_ts of the

study conducted at Spring Valley:

1_" rr. the scenarj-o should be seen as a map
guide, rather than a fixed plan.rr (p. 85)

r¡Students should " be advised to regard
scenario as a useful- but flexibl-e guide and
written in stone"rr (p" 89)

2"

3. !!. the scenario should be all-owed to change in
the course of writing dJ-alogue .rr (p. 83)

¡t. each student should be encouraged to write
his or her own personal- way of working.il (p. 83)

rr. if the student really knows what he/she is
writing about o, he/she can begin writing
scenes as scenes but I donrt recommend it for the
student" rr (p" 89)

¡rThe nature of the required scenario can vary from
a loose plan to a detailed treatment of the plot.'t
(p" 8e)

¡¡. knowing the basic structure and direction
of the piece ls strongly recommended. t' (p" 89)

¡¡. from time to tirne, students should be
encouraged to begin writing dialogue without
concern for the ultimate outcome.rr (p" 89)

4"

5"

6"

7.

8"

or

the
not as



Although there truly are no absolutes, there are

cert.ainly some cotnmon sense guidelines and structuring
devices that must be built in to a plalrwriting unit
especially at the grade nine IeveI"

r-3 3

Keith Johnstone believes that ¡ranyone can teI1 a

dramatic story¡r. This is certainly a true statement.

However, the scenario (or some sort of organj-zational

outline method) assists a person in telling the story
just a littte better.

U SienifTcance of, the Research

The research conducted at Spring Valley is
significant because it deals with secondary students

rather than with adults who are professional,
practising playwrights. The study was designed to
analyze student thinking and student processing, then

draw some conclusions regarding future program

planning" All too often, this is not done by the

educators who design curricul-a.

{ïf lx¡aplícations for T'eacleens

InterestingJ-yo the role of the teacher changed

significantly during the course of the study. As soon



as students began writing their plays, they began to

approach the teacher, and each other, for assistance,

encouragement, advice and support" Over time, a true

collaborative network developed in the classroom; a

network characterized by mutual respect and trust. The

teacher was no longer the expert; rather, she had

become a member of the learning team"

1,34

As students Learned to consider other points of

view, and as they learned to refl-ect criticatly on

theír own thoughts and writing, their writing took on

greater maturJ-ty "

w

The unit was a success in that with the exception

of two students in 9C, all of the other forty-three
students completed a first draft, and many went on to

complete v¡el-l-written final drafts" fncidentally, some

were chosen to be used next year for creative drama

classes and perhaps for theatrical performance.

fn spite of the obvious success of the unit, there

r,tlere areas of concern and problems that must be

addressed in designing future, sirni-lar units.



The following is a brief discussion of the major

problems inherent in the unit. The problem will- first
be identified, then followed by a brief analysis.

Suggestions for improvement or change will be included

as a final entry for each.

1_3 5

Time

Time was a great probtem. Because the unit was

schedul,ed near the end of the school year, students

were guite limited in the amount of time they could

spend in redrafting" Some finished a polished final
draft - with time to spare, whi-Ie others barely

finished theír first drafts"

A1so, traditionally at thís time of year, there

are numerous interruptions and student absences for
extra-curricular activiti-es. This was a major problem

during the week spent on rrstudent Preparatory

Exercisesr¡ (¡¡student Bookletrr - pages 3, 4 and 5).

Students lrere expected to work together in cooperative

learning groups and then submit the assignments on the

pre-determined due dates" It was a great idea, but it
did not work" Many students r^iere absent during that
week and many groups were disrupted as a result"
Conseguently, some groups had to be combined. Also,



some students were simply forced to copy, verbati-m,

much of the ínformation from another group member.

Therefore, the original attempt to encourag'e

collaboration and discussion was lost"

t-3 6

The two-week writing period (May 22 - June 5) that
followed the preparatory work (May L4 18), v¡as not

long enough for some students" Fearing that they would

never complete a decent final draft, several students

spent a great deal of time, ât homer oD their pì-ays.

Six students ran out of time and were unabl-e to

complete a final draft" Five students completed a

final draft after the absolute final deadline (June Iz

1-i-:30) " Conseguently, their assessment had to be

based on their first drafts"

By the end of the two-week writíng peri-od, the

students were tired and ready for summer holidays.

Also, there was a great deal of tension as students

ant,icipated their forthcorning f inal exams "

Student Preparatory Exercises

The design of this section of the unit requires

major changes. Some students, despite the fact that
there was a great deal of advance discussion and



thorough teaching, sti11 could not see how these terms,

(or defínitions of these terms) n would help them wríte
a better play" They were righti the definitions would

not, but understanding how these concepts operate in
published fiction, just might. Some accepted this,
others could not"

L37

fn a future, similar unit, one recommendation

would be to combine some and etiminate others. For

example, students coul-d be required to compose an

expository piece of writingi on each of the fotì-owing

concepts.

1- " Theme

2" Plot (including climax, conflict, setting and
inood)

3 " Conflict

The wrj-ting would be

but could relate to short

appropriate 
"

The other elements (inciting incident, rising
action, dénouement, dialogue, tone and tension) would

be eliminated completely in terms of any sort of
written assiqnment, but would be revier,,¡ed in pre-

writing lessons"

directed toward playwriting,
stories or novels, if



The Scenario Outline

In order to accommodate those students who create

mental outlines (outlines in their heads) , oE those who

just want to v¡rite (freely and without restraint), two

modeLs would be provided"

138

The first model would be a modified version of the

existing one ("Student Booklet" p" 6), and. the second

would consist of the following two sections: section

one - a character and plot lÍst, section two -
miscellaneous notes/planning" A1so, space would not be

provided in the booklet for these scenarios. Rather,

students would use their ohrn paper and would write what

they felt r^ras required"

Scenarios and aIl- miscellaneous notes woul-d be

stored in their writing folders for future reference.

Student Journals

The rol-e of the j ournal woul-d be expanded "

Students would clearly understand the complex role of

the journal long before beginning their plays" The

basic problem wÍth the journals in this unit was that
some students either did not have time to use them



properly, or did not understand how to use them

effectively.

It would be made very clear to the students that
the journal has a multi-faceted role, and is to be used

AS:

l_3 9

- a description of what transpired (the 'rwhat'r part)

a ratíonale of why it transpired (the I'vlhytr part)

- an analysis of the process (the rrho!\¡rr part) "

Perhaps some students may move to:

an eval-uation of what did occur, and of what should

occur later"

Journal entries, like the scenarios and other

notes, would not be inctuded in the |tstudent Booklettt.

Rather, they would be written by the students on their
own paper, and stored in their folders along with

everything else. Students would be responsible for
keeping their journals organized and up-to-date.

It is recommended that the journals be collected

and reæd by the teacher on a regular basis4



Student Booklets - Final Sections
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The students generally paid little attention to
the final- sections of the booklet:

¡¡Some Hints in Writing a Playr¡ (p. 11)

f¡Basic Elements of the Plot¡r (p" 12, 13)

r¡Play Formatrr (p " 13 , 1-4)

Hints for students shoul-d be provided when and if
they need thern; otherwise, students tend to ignore this
type of information.

trBasic Elements of the Pfot¡r could

reviewed in their preparatory expository

assignments before they start working on

rrPlay Formatrr was the area that the students found

the most difficult in this project" The j-nformation on

pages 1-3 and 1-4 should be strongly emphasized.

Students should also have access to several-, well-
written plays - preferably plays written by students

their ortrn age "

easily be

writing

their pJ-ays 
"



Considerable attention must be paid to the format

of the play because plays are completely di-fferent, in
general forrn and structure, to other types of

literature "

T4T

V Genena[ R.ecornmendations

Any English language arts course without a

playwriting unit is incomplete" Playwriting is a

uníque motivational |thook¡¡ for even the most reluctant
student" It is also a singular method to rej-nforce and

extend the basic strands (reading, writing, listening,
speaking and viewing) of an integrated English language

arts classroom - especially if students have the chance

to perform their p1ays. Playwriting also develops

higher leveI thinking skills, and encourages and

promotes positive social interaction.

Plalrwriting shoul-d not be a component of a

secondary drama program only, but should be included in
transactional writing courses at the senior years

l-evel, and in general English courses.



An Ïdeal Plavwrítincr unit

It is reconmended that an ideal or effective,
well-structured plalrwriting course or unit woul-d

accommodate the following:

]-42

1" Students would have been exposed to a wide variety
of plays prior to beginning the unit - both

published plays and plays written by other

students.

2" Students would have a basic introduction to
general theatre skiIIs, and would have been

involved in some forms of creative drama during

the year.

a Students would understand the structural
idiosyncrasi-es of plays and how they differ from

short stories"

4" Students would be,

putting on plays,

5" Students would

a playwriqht.

or would have been, involved in

especially their own plays.

be encouraged to meet and work with



6. Students would be provided with an opportunity to
view a live theatre production or a movie that
would assist them in writing their plays (or

screenplays) .

143

7" Students would be encouraged to develop a

scenario, or some kind of outline, before

embarking on writing a play" They would be

allowed to change their scenarios during the

writíng phase.

B" Students would be encouraged to base their plot on

personal life experi-ences and their characters on

real people whom they know.

9. Students would be allowed the freedom to develop

their own unique styles of writing a pfay, and to
make any changes that they feel are necessary

during the writing phase"

10" Students woul-d be invited to collaborate with one

another, and with the teacher, as often as

possible.

l-1- " Students woul-d

throughout the

be expected to

entire writing
keep a journal

period, to assist



them in the process of self-reflection and

analysis "

T2. Students would be encouraged

scenes, Ín order to test out

scripting it.

]-44

L3" Students would

p1ays, ot parts

Recommendations for Developing a Unj-t

The followj-ng are reconmendations for an

effective, wel-I-structured playwriting unit at the

secondary leve1:

be encouraged to perform their
of their p1ays"

to improvise and read

the dialoque before

l-" Students should have read a variety of plays prior

to beginning the unit" Plays should consist of
published plays by professional pJ-aywrights, and

plays written by other students" It is
recommended that students read and improvíse rn¡ith

¡rIays written by students their ov/n age f irst, and

that they progress to more complex, published

plays" In doing so, students l-earn to appreciate

their own unique l-iterature - the literature of

their c1ass" Further to this, they begin to have



confidence in their own writing and thus can

appreciate more readily intricacies and

complexities of more sophisticated literature.

r45

z. Students should have a basic introduction to
general theatre skills and how they relate to the

wrj-tten script. Students should also be j-nvol-ved

in an active creative drama program that
encourages group interacti-on and col-laboration,

higher l-evel thinking and creativity, and as well,
spontaneous i-mprovisation.

a Students should have a clear
structural idiosyncrasies of

should clearly understand how

a short story" Consequently,

the process of writing a play

Students should be involved in putting on plays

(especially student plays) prior to beginning the

unit" Practical- theatre experience is extremely

beneficial for students who are invol-ved in
writing a play"

understanding of the

pJ-ays. Al-so, they

a play differs from

students witl- find
relatively simple.



Students shoul-d be provided with an opportunity to
viei,¡ a professional live theatre production.

Also, if possible, students should have the

opportunity to talk to a practising playwright

and/or a professional actor" Seeing the

professional side of playwriting can be the

motivational 'rhooktt for some student playwrights.
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Students should be encouraged to develop a

scenario, or some kind of outline, before

beginning to write a ptay. Students should also

be allowed to change their scenarios whenever they

feel it is necessary - during the first draft
phase especially.

7. Reluctant students shoul-d be encouraged to base

their plot on personal life experiences, and their
characters on real- people whom they know. More

confident students should be encouraged to step

beyond real-l-ife experience and experiment with

fantasy, science fiction, adventure, etc. These

students shoul-d be provided with a positive

environment that stimulates creativity and

independent thinking.

Students should be al-l-owed the freedom to develop

their own unique styles of writing. AJ-so,



students should be taught to consider, objectively
and logically, what works for them, and what does

not. Sel-f-analysis and self-refl_ection shoul-d be

encourag'ed, by the teacher, consistentty
throughout the entire writing period.

-L47-

o During the writing period, students must

coll-aborate with one another, and v¡ith the

teacher, âs often as possible. positive group

interaction is of utmost importance to the success

of such a unit"

10 Students woul-d be required to keep some sort of
journal during the course of the unit. The

journal can be an indispensable aid if used

properly. Journal writing can greatly assist
students, and teachers, in the areas of self-
reflection and analysis.

11 Students shoul-d be encouraged to read and to
improvise their scenes - whenever necessary to
test out the dialogue before scripting it.
fmprovisation is a valuable tool r it helps

students visual-ize their plays from a theatricaf
perspective, and it is also a great motivator.



T2 Students should be provided with a chance to

perform their p1ays. Initially, they should

perform for other students; fater, more successful

plays should be performed for larg:er audiences

outside of the school environment.

-T48-

13" Students should be involved in the eval_uation of
the written script, and in the evaluation of any

subsequent performances.

Final Comments

Lawrence O'Farrel_l_ has raised many crucial_

questions in his report, and has provided several

potentialì-y provocative hypotheses.

This study has confirmed some of the conclusions

arising out of his research, but new questi_ons have

emerged. For example, what is the most effective rol-e

for the teacher to play and how does this role change

during the student playwriting process?

Recent educational l-iterature supports the concept

of teacher as l-earner the new evolutionary role of

the teacher. For example, Robert J. Sternberg states,
rr. we must acknowl-edge our own need for development



and create an atmosphere in the classroom that al_lows

us to be comfortable with this fact. Moreover, we must

not feel threatened by this somewhat unusual role.
There is no better way to l-earn than to teach and both

v/e and our students must accept us in our dual_ rol_e as

l-earner and teachertr.

r49

Also, hovr important is sel_f-reflection in the
playwriting process, and what is the most effective
means of encouraging self-reflection in the writing
cl-ass? Journal writing proved to be one method of
encouragl-ng self-reflection, but are there other

techniques that coul-d be employed with greater

effectiveness?

SeIf-rel-fection and "metacognition" go hand-in-

hand. This relationship was recognized by Arthur L.

Costa in the foltowing T¡iay:

Metacognition is our abil-ity to know
what we don't know" It occurs in the
cerebral- cortex and is thought by some
neurologists to be uniquely human.

Metacognition is our abil-ity to plan a
strategy for producing what information is
needed, to be conscious of our own steps and
strategies during the act of problem solving,
and to refl-ect on and eval-uate the
productivity of our own language.



Current educational literature promotes the

virtues of metacognition and self-reflection.
Scenarios and journals, if used consistently, seem to
be excel-lent vehicles whereby these cognitive processes

may be murtured in the secondary English Language Arts
cl-assroom.

150

ttThe romantic image of creativity
is that it bubbles up or bl-ossoms
out spontaneously. But . a tot
of creativity comes about because
that's what a person is trying to
do. rt

David Perkins

Hopefully, other educators wil-1 see the importance

of further cl-arification and will continue with their
own research in rel-ated areas" Al_so, it is hoped that
this research report wil-l motivate cl-assroom teachers

to implement some of the ideas and experiment with some

of the recommendations.

It is further hoped that future investigation into
the interesting area of playwriting will lead to more

effective teaching methods, and ultimately l-ead to
refinement and extensj-on of existing secondary

curricufa.
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NAME

ROOM

DATE

SPRTNG VALLEY JUNIOR HIGH
ENGLTSH LANGUAGE ARTS

"Fro¡n Scenarío to FIaJ¿:

Flavwnítins at the Secondarv l-evel"

Note to Student:

This study is important and will combine many aspects of the
English Language Arts program" The study will- also assist me in
the completi-on of my master's deg'ree in drama education from the
University of Manitoba, and I appreciate your full cooperation in
the project.

During the course of the study, emphasis wil-I be placed on
writing skil-l-s, creative thinking silIs, academic skil-l-s and
group interaction skilLs.

The study will be linited to the teaching of the playwriting
process; i.e", how plays are constructed in terms of initial-
planning and organization. It wil-t also examine the role of the
outl-ine or scenario in the playwriting process.

The Studv Descrintion

Special Study - Grade Nine

Student Booklet

The project will involve all of the students in this class"
Students may work in small groups, when appropriate, but each
student will plan and write his/her or¡/n play"

If students are willing to do so, some plays may be
presented in an informal performance. However, this is not a
required part of the study as only the writing process is being
examined. Students will al-so receive a grade for their completed
play; this too is ì-ndependent of the study"

To summarize, the study is limited to the planning and
writing processes" It will not concern itself with the rehearsal
process, nor wil-l- it concern itsel-f rr¡ith any sort of assessment
of the final pfay manuscript.



Groups

Students wíll be grouped in order to work through thettstudent Preparatory Exerciserr and ¡tstudent Organizational
Assignmentsrt. Exercises and assiqnments will be completed in
smal-l- groups, and witl then be discussed in the large group. In
the large group, more specific information will be provided by
the teacher if, and when, reguired"

Students will be encouraged to keep a daíly journal.
Students will- record brief, general feelings regarding the
playwriting process.

Student booklets will be collected each day; exercises,
assignments and journal entries will be monitored regularly at
specific, pre-determined times.

Student Plays

Vühen necessary, the plays will be read informally by the
students in their groups or when students feel that they need
assistance from one another"

I will constantly monitor the development of the plays, and
I will offer assistance when required"

Upon completion of the study, I will read and eval-uate all-
of the p1ays"

Student Survev

Upon completion of the study, each student will be required
to respond to an important |tstudent Surveyrt"

2-



The Process

l-. Student Preparatory Exercises

A" Definition of Terms

In your group, please farniliarize yoursel-f with the
following terms, âs they will be used throughout the study:

1" Playwright - person who writes the p1ay"

2" Play/Script - the manuscript or written form"
(¡¡Playtt/rrscriptrr mean basically the same
thing, and will be used interchangeably. )

3" Scenario - rran outline of a pIay, opera, or the 1ike,
indicating: scenes, characters, etc.; an
outline for any proposed planned series of
events, real or imagined.tt

(Webster's New World Dictíonary Second
Col-l-ege Edition, 1986)
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B. Elements of Drama (I)

In your group, review the following concepts.

Write a definition for each, based on your discussj-ons.

Be prepared to share your definitions in the large
group discussion period" :

1- " Theme

2 " Plot



., Incíting Incident -

4- Rising Action -

4-

5" Climax -

6" Dénouernent -

c" Elements of Drama (II)

Foll-ow the same instructions as they apply to Part B"

1. Conflict -



2" Character -

a

5

Dialogue

4. Setting -

5" Atmosphere or Mood -

6. Tone

7" Tension -



D. Student Orqanizational Assignments

The Scenario or outl-ine

There is a certain phase that is often necessary in the
writing of a play or a script"

This is called the trscenariorr or outLine phase"

In the scenario, specíaI attentj-on may be paid to the
initial idea(s) , and to the basic or main idea (thenre) and
to the plan of action or sequence of events (plot).

The scenario phase may also assist the playwright in
determining the role of the major character(s) and the
significance of the conflict in rel-ation to the
character(s) "

Construct a scenario for your play using the following
as a guide.

1" Theme or Objective of your Play (Why) "

6-

2" Setting of your pfay (Where/When) 
"(May include mood, tone, tension. )

1 Characters in your play (Who) "(Include characters' names, roles and brief
descriptions " )
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4" Brief plot outline. (what)
(Include brief description of beginning, middle and
end" )

5. Conflict

Brief description only.
(May include mood, tone, tension" )



E" Miscellaneous Notes

Note to Student

Do not destroy any of your writing: e.g. notes, rough
drafts, first drafts, or any other ideas that may be
reflected ín your pIav"

8-

F" Student Journal
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G. Some Hints in Writing a Play

1" rrDiscover your irnaginationtr, rrfree your irnaginationrr;
and trwrite about something that stimuLates your
imaginationrr.

Use an idea from something you have read about, seen on
television or in a movie; or most importantly,
experienced in your personal life.

2" Vüriting a script j-s not difficul-t "you don't know if
you can do something until you try - try hardt'"

3. Writing a play involves various forms of problem
solving and decision rnaking, and many thinking
operations are required. For example, skills of
evaluaLinq are j-nvolved in deal-ing with certain events
and characters in the story. Similarly, the writers
must continually identify assumptions within their
characters and interpret specific behavior within these
characters" Further to this, writers must continually



observe and comþare, classify and organize ideas
throughout the writing process" Finally, good writers
must constantly hypothesi-ze regarding possible outcomes
of the conflict that they have imagined in the first
place.

4" $Iriting an effective play depends on how well group
members communicate and work together" A successful-
play depends a great deal on positive, mature students
who are always honest and respectful of one another.

H" Basic Elements of the PIot

1. Conflict
(a) Conflict is the basic ingredient of the play;

effective conflict creates effective suspense.

(b) Four Types of Confl-ict: Man vs Man, Man vs
Society, Man vs Nature, and Man vs Himself.

(c) Identify a situation that contains a conflict,
identify it, and hypothesize regarding the
possible consequences of the confLict.

e"g" buying clothing

conflict
consequence (s)

e.g. waiting for a bus

conflict

consequence ( s )

(d) Conflict
+

Consequence

SusPense*

*Suspense in the action must be ínteresting and
intense enough to keep the audj-ence involved.

(e) Inspiration for conflict in a short pfay can come
from ¡ranywhere and anythingtt "

Often the best plays are very simple, and based on
events that the writers have actually experienced"

I2



2" Characterízatíon

(a) ¡tCreating interestingo believable characters lies
at the center of successful playwritj-ng."

(b) Good writers must know their characters very weIl,
and should analyze them weIl"

(c) Types of characters:
static

- dynamic

(d) Each character must be believable, and each
character must be an individual.

3. Complications/Rising Action
Complications must be credible or bel-ievable and must
connect to the play.

4. Resolution/Dénouement

(a) Resolution is not really an ending; it resolves
confl-ict, it does not end j-t"

(b) A good resolution ansr¡rers all questions from the
beginning part of the play and satisfactorily
resolves or solves the basic conflict.

5" Play Length

It is expected that most students will write a one-act
play of approxirnately four type-written pages.

I. PIay Format

1" There are several play formats" The following model is
simple and easy to foIlow"

This model is a sample only and does not have to be
used.

Students who do not wish to use this model are expected
to fo11ow a recognized format.

2. Please note the following:

(a) The plalrwright's name should appear on page one of
the manuscript, followed by the title of the play
and the list of characters"

(b) Under the l-ist of characters should be a
description of the scene (setting) followed by the
dialogue.

13



(c) The dialogue is introduced by the name of the
person speaking, followed by a colon(:).

(d) Quotation marks are not required" Stage
directions are placed within brackets ( ) "Always use the present tense in stage directions
and in miscellañeous instructions.

(e) Generally, at the end of a scene, some description
is reguired, but this is not always true.
At the beginning of each new scene, a description
of the scene is required if there has been a major
change in setting.

(f) Remember, every play is different and every
playwright is unique" Use the model- that best
suits your needs and start writing!

Ms" D" Nentwig
English Language Arts

Department Head
Spring Valley Jr. High
7990
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Monique Denton

l,ist of Characters:

Mrs. Carter, Senior
Noel-a Carter
James Carter
Mr" Blackmore
Andy
Marie

Scene: The drawing room of the mansion of Mrs" Carter, SÍ.
during the final days of autumn" The room, although
splendid and expensively furnished, is deceptively
oppressive" All doors into the room are closed. The
room is rather dark"

Mrs" Carter dozes by the fire. Abruptly, someone knocks
at the door and startles her into consciousness.

Voice (outside): Mrs" Carter! Mrs" Carter! Are you there? Oh
please, are you there?

Mrs" Carter: etc., etc.

Amxaep" Cåa"aåes

Ms" D" Nentwig
199 0
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Note to Student:

SPRING VALLEY JIINXOR T{TGH
ENGT.ISH I,ANGUAGE,A,RTS

Students are advised that the followingi survey is not part
of the playwriting unit" Any student has the right to choose not
to participate" Students not participating wil-l- not be penalized
in any hray"

Based on your recent study of the playwriting process,
please answer the following questions as completely and as
accurately as possible.

Use your plalrwriting folder to assist you in answering the
questions. Please refer to your journal entries, your scenarios
or to any other miscellaneous notes that may be stored in your
fol-der"

Take as much time as you need, âs your opinions and thoughts
regarding the process of writing a ptay are extremely important.

Special Study - Grade Nine

Pl-ease respond to all of the questions on the paper provided.

l_" Do you feel that a scenario, or some kind of outline, helps
you to focus your thoughts regarding any of the following
J-iterary elements: plot, theme, character or confl-ict?

If so, how?

If so, why?

2" Do you think that
your work when you write a
write a play?
why/Why not?

it makes a difference to the crualitv of
scenario or outline before you



3 " After you have written a scenario, do you find that you
change it as you write the play?

***

If so, where do you tend to make your changes?

To what extent do you make changes?

ú & ú

If not, why do you feel- that you do not make any changes?

4" Do you think that writing something other than a scenario is
more helpful?

Describe what works best for you"

5. Reflecting on your writing is important while writing a
play 

"

How does your journal assi-st you in this regard?

2-

Thank you for your cooperation"

Ms" D" Nentwig
English Language Arts

Department Head
Spring Valley Junior High
June l-990
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